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How To Use This User Guide 

Assumptions 

This user guide is designed to help you install, develop, and maintain your 
system. Each chapter begins with a list of specific objectives that should 
be met after you have read the chapter. This section is intended to help 
you find and use the infonnation in this user gUide. 

This user guide assumes that you have the skills or fundamental 
understanding of the follOwing infonnation. 
CJ Basic electronics concepts (voltage. switches. current. etc.) 

User Guide Contents 

Chapter <D 
Introduction 

Chapter ® 
Getting Started 

Chapter@ 
Insta"ation 

Chapter @ 

Extended X 
Command Summary 
and Application 
Design 

Chapter ® 
6000 Series 
Command Summary 
& Application 
Design 

Chapter @ 

Direct Control of 
RP240 

This user gUide contains the following infonnation. 

This chapter provides a description of the product and a brief account of 
its features. 

This chapter contains a detailed list of items you should have received 
With your RP240 or RP240-NEMA4 shipment. It will help you become 
familiar with the system and ensure that each component functions 
properly. 

This chapter provides instructions to properly mount the system and 
make all electrical and non-electrical connections. Detailed instructions 
for Wiring the RP240 to Compumotor's 6200 Indexer and 6250 Servo 
Controller. Model 500 Indexer. SX. and ZX Indexer/Drives is provided. 
Upon completion of this chapter, your system should be completely 
installed and ready to perform basic operations. 

This chapter helps you integrate the RP240 to the Model 500 Indexer. and 
SX. and ZX Indexer/Drives. Command enhancements to the X language 
commands are described. and sample applications are provided. 

This chapter helps you integrate the RP240 to the 6200 Indexer. and 6250 
Servo Controller. RP240 commands Within the 6000 Series language are 
described. and sample applications are provided. 

This chapter deSCribes the internal command set of the RP240. 

OvelView '" 



Chapter ([) 
Hardware 
Reference 

Chapter (j) 
Troubleshooting 

This chapter contains information on system specifications (electrical. 
I/O. etc.). 

This chapter describes Compumotor's recommended system maintenance 
procedures. It also provides methods for isolating and resolving hardware 
and software problems. 

Installation Process Overview 
To ensure safe. trouble-free system integration and operation. you should 
pay special attention to the environment in which the RP240 eqUipment 
will operate. Environmental conditions include the layout. mounting, and 
wiring. grounding. and shielding practices used. 

Installation Procedures 
Before you install this product. you should complete the following steps: 

(i) Review this entire user guide. Become familiar with the user guide's contents 
so that you can quickly find the information you need. 

® Read Chapter (i) Introduction to develop a basic understanding of all system 
components. their functions, and interrelationships. 

@ Read Chapter ® Getting Started. and verify that you have received all the 
proper components for your system, and that all the items in your shipment 
have arrived without damage. Follow the step-by-step bench test procedures 
to verify the basic functionality of the RP240. 

® After reading Chapter ® begin the installation process. Do not deviate from 
the sequence or installation methods provided. 

@ Perform as many basic functions as you can with the configuration established 
in Chapter @. You can perform this task only if you have reviewed the entire 
user guide. 

Related Publications 

Iv RP240 User Guide 

The following publications may be helpful resources. 

CI Current Parker Compumotor Motion Control Catalog 

o User guide for the Compumotor Indexer or Servo Controller that you wUl use 
with the RP240 

CI Schram. Peter (editor). The National Electric Code Handbook (Third Edition). 
Quincy. MA: National Fire Protection Association 
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Introduction 
Chapter Objective 

The tnfonnation in this chapter will enable you to: 

Q Understand the product's basic functions & features 

Product Description 
The RP240 is designed to operate as an operator interface for 
Compumotor's Extended X (the SX Indexer I Ortve , ZX Indexer IOrlve, and 
Model 500 Indexer) and 6000 Series products (6200 Indexer and 6250 Servo 
Controller). The RP240 operates strictly as a dumb terminal. No 
programming of any kind can be accomplished using the RP240. The 
RP240 is controlled by commands available in the Extended X and 6000 
Series command sets. The commands allow the programmer to create a 
program (within the Extended X or 6000 Series product) to prompt an 
operator for numeric Infonnation. read function keys. display variables 
and text. and control the 8 LEOs located on the RP240. 

If the RP240 Is not used with the SX, ZX, Model 500. 6200. or 6250. ASCII 
command strings sent directly to the RP240 can be used to control the 
functions contained within the RP240 (refer to Chapter @ Direct Control of 
theRP240). 

RP240 Features 
Q Operates directly with Compumotor's SX and ZX Indexer /Drtves. and the Model 

500 Indexer 

Q Operates directly with Compumotor's stand-alone 6000 Series products (6200 
and 6250) 

Q Can be used with any controller capable of transmitting ASCII strings across 
RS-232C 

Q Screw terminal connections for easy wiring 

Q Optional NEMA specification ratings (standard RP240 is NEMA 12. optional 
RP240-NEMA4 meets NEMA 4 & NEMA 12 specifications when panel mounted.) 

Q Adjustable contrast for the LCD display 

Q Eight independent LEDs 

Q Numeric and function key data entry 

Q Uses less than 100 rnA of current at 5VDC 

Chapter (j) Installation 1 
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Getting Started 
Chapter Objectives 

The infonnation in this chapter will enable you to: 
CJ Vertfy that each component of your system has been delivered safely 
CJ Become familiar with system components and their Interrelationships 

What You Should Have 
Inspect your RP240 shipment upon receipt for damage to its shipping 
container. Report any damage to the shipping company as soon as 
possible. Parker Compumotor cannot be held responsible for damage 
incurred in shipment. The items listed in the table below should be 
present and in good condition. 

RP240 In Unit 
Gasket 
RP240 User Guide 

RP240 
Part # 
RP-240 
~135-01 
88-012156-01 

CAUTION 

RP240-NEMA4 
Part # 
RP-240 NEMA4 
58-013341-01 
88-012156-01 

Do not use sharp objects such as pencils, screw drivers, etc. on the front panel it will 
cause permanent damage to the membrane and will void the warranty. 

Basic System Configuration 
I Compumotor RP240 iSH 

I'QIIER 0 

(STOP ) 

Chapter (2) Getting Started 3 



Wiring Connections 

.. Helpful Hint: 
RP240 Back Panel 

4 RP240 User Guide 

The following figure illustrates the RS-232C and power; connector. This 
connector Is located on the back of the RP240. 

~~------------------~/ 
Back Panel 

I :§I~ I 11 • t:I Tx V ec +IV 

RS-232C / 
Connector V 

~--------------~ 
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Installation 
Chapter Objectives 

The information in this chapter will enable you to: 

o Mount the RP240 properly 
Q Wire the RP240 correctly 
o Verify that the complete system Is Installed properly 

Environmental Considerations 
W Helpful Hint: 

For more on NEMA 
staldards, contact !he 

National Electrical 
Manufacturers 

AssociaOOi1, 2101 L 
Street Northwest, 
Washington, D.C. 

20037. Ask for NEMA 
Statdards Publication 

No. 250 Enclosures for 
Electrical Equipment. 

Electrical Noise 

The RP240 is designed to be mounted to a door. on a panel front. desk. or 
carried by hand .. The RP240-NEMA4 is designed to be flush mounted in a 
door. Both the RP240 and RP240-NEMA4 are designed to work in 
temperatures up to 122°F (50°C). NEMA 12 specifications are achieved 
when the RP240 is door or panel mounted using the provided gasket. 
NEMA 4 specifications are achieved when the RP240-NEMA4 is door or 
panel mounted using the provided gasket. NEMA Type 12 enclosures 
provide a degree of protection against dust. falling dirt. and dripping non 
corrostve liquids. NEMA Type 4 enclosures provide a degree of protection 
against Windblown dust and rain. splashing water. and hose-directed 
water. 

Minimize the potential for electrical noise before installing the RP240 
rather than attempting to solve such problems after installation. You can 
prevent electrical noise by observing the following installation 
precautions: 

Q Do not put high-voltage wires and low-level signals In the same conduit 
o Do not expose wiring (shield all wires) 
o Ensure that all components are properly grounded 

Airborne Contaminants 
Contaminants that may come in contact with the RP240 should be 
carefully controlled. Particulate contaminants, especially electrically 
conductive ones (such as metal shavings), can damage the RP240. 

Chapter @ Installation 5 



System Mounting 

RP240 Door Mount 

6 RP240 User Guide 

To mount the RP240 operator panel to the door of an enclosure. or on a 
panel. follow the steps below. 

(j) Drill four holes as shown in the follOwing figure 
~ Remove the bayonet mounts (screws and standoffs) and rubber feet from the 

back of the operator panel (save the screws for mounting). 
® Put one screw through the door. 
® Put the gasket (provided) on the screw. 
IS> Put the operator panel onto the screw and tighten. 
@ Align the panel and gasket and insert the remaining three screws. 
<Z> Connect the 4 wires between the operator panel and the Extended X or 6000 

Series product:. See RP240 Connections later In this chapter. 
1~~r-________________________ ~) 
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~================~ 
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RP240 Dimensions 
The following figure shows the dimensional drawing for the RP240. 
Mounting holes and their dimensions are given. 
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To mount the RP240-NEMA4 operator panel through the door of an 
enclosure. or in a panel. follow the steps below. 

(j) Cut an 8.3 inch vertical by 8.9 inch horizontal hole in the door of the 
enclosure or panel as shown on the following page. 

® Drill eight holes in the locations shown. 
@ Place the gasket (provided) on the RP240-NEMA4. 
® Put the operator panel through the door and tighten the eight nuts provided. 
@ Connect the 4 wires between the operator panel and the Extended X (sx, zx. 

or Model 500) or the 6000 Series (6200 or 6250) product. 

The follOWing figure shows the dimensional drawing for the RP240-NEMA4. 
Mounting studs and the required diameter clearance holes are given. 
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Cutout in Cabinet Door 

RP240 Nema 4 Housing 

Wiring Guidelines 

... Helpful Hint: 
AI ear1h ground 

connections must be 
CXlOtinuous and 

permanent. 
CompumolD/' 

mcommends a single
point grwdng setup. 

Proper grounding of electrical equipment Is essential to ensure the safety 
of personnel. You can reduce the effects of electrical noise due to 
electromagnetic interference (EMI) by proper grounding. All Compumotor 
equipment should be properly grounded. A good source of infonnation on 
grounding requirements is the National Electrical Code published by the 
National Fire Protection Association of Boston. MA. In general. all 
components and enclosures must be connected to earth ground through a 
grounding electrode conductor to provide a low impedance path for ground 
fault or noise-induced currents. 

RP240 Connections 

8 RP240 User Guide 

The RP240 operator panel is connected to the Extended X (SX. zx. or Model 
500) and 6000 Series (6200 or 6250) products by means of a four wire 
shielded cable (user supplied). For cable lengths up to 50 feet long. 
Compumotor recommends using 20 AWG wire. Cable lengths longer than 
50 feet are not recommended. This in accordance with the Electronic 
Industries Association (ElA) recommendations for RS-232C at 9600 baud. 



To wire the RP240 to a 6000 Series product (6200 or 6250), connect the 
+SVDC connection on the RP240 to the +SVDC source on the 6000 Series 
connector labeled RP240. Connect the RP240 ground connection to the 
ground on the 6000 Series connector labeled RP240. Connect the RP240 
Receive Data (Rx) terminal to the controller's Transmit Data (Tx) terminal, 
and the RP240 Transmit Data (Tx) terminal to the controller's Receive 
Data (Rx) termlna1. Make all connections on the 6000 Series connector 
labeled RP240. 

To wire the RP240 to an Extended X product, connect the +SVDC 
connection on the RP240 to a +SVDC source capable of supplying 100 rnA 
of current. You must supply SVDC ±2% to pin 1 of the RP240. You can use 
the SVDC power supplies on the Sx. zx. or Model 500 provided there is 
enough current rema1n1ng. Current levels are shown In the table below. 

Current Requirements 
AvaUabie Encoder 110 RP240 

SX 250mA 150mA 10mAeach 100mA 

ZX 500mA 150mA OmA 100mA 
5X) 500mA 150mA OmA 100mA 

Connect the RP240 ground connection to the ground of the +SVDC power 
supply. Connect the RP240 Receive Data (Rx) to the controller's Transmit 
Data (Tx), and the RP240 Transmit Data (Tx) to the controller's Receive 
Data (Rx). Connect the RP240 only after you have programmed the 
controller for operation with the RP240. 

RP240 to SX Wiring Diagram 

RP240 Rear Connector 

o 
o r=t+'-"~----f-J 
o L"1H-'-==----+~ 
o r-=lf+-'-~----+----l 

R P240 to ZX Wiring Diagram 
RP240 Rear Connector 

Compumotor 

"" ,.,. 
0 

~v 

OPT01 

cw 
ccw 
ItOIlE 

OPT02 

IIEO 

(fJ 

AC Power 
95·132VAC 

5OI60Hz 

zX SERIES 

BRUSHLESS 
SERVO DRIVE 

d 
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RP240 to ModelSOO Wiring Diagram 
~deI500lndexer 

I""'\. -
r;-- PIn 14-Ground 

· . · . · . IIC · . -· . · . 
RP240 Resr Connector 

Pin Z3-t4VDC : . A +SVOC power .ouree 
: . ~ av.~ab. at ern 23 01 

~ 
.~h., 25-9in 
oonneclor. 

Gne! 
~ 

0~ 
· . 

Rx · · · Tv · · 0~ · -.5V · . _ODEll 
0L.=t · . · · · . 

0,:..... 

0 

0= 
0 

I 
A> 
T. 

OHO 
0 EARTH 

RP240 Connector Pin Out 
The folloWing table provides the pin out for the RP240 connector. 

Pin 

1 

2 

3 
4 

In/Out Function 

Ground 
Receive (Rx) 

Transmit (Tx) 

+5VDC 

Description 

Logic Ground 
RS-232C Receive Data input 

RS-232C Transmit Data output 

Input Power (100 mA minimum) 

Installation Verification 

6000 Series 

1 0 RP240 User Guide 

To verify the operation of the RP240 and the 6000 Series product to which 
it is connected. apply power to the 6000 Series product. The RP240 display 
should look similar to one of the folloWing screens. If you are using an 
Extended X product, go to the next section. 



Using the RP240 With An Extended X Language Product 
H" Helpful Hint: 

If you are using the 
RP240 with a 6000 

Series product. skip 
this section. 

Before continuing with this section, you should be familiar with the 
Extended X Language product you will be using. An understanding of 
programming sequences is important. Download the following program to 
Sequence # 1 00 in the Extended X Language product. 

Command Description 

>XZ1I/JQI Erase seq.JenCe '100 
>XD1H Begin definition of SEICJ.Ience '100 

DCLRQJ Clear all lines of the RP240 display 

DPC1QIQI Cursor to line 1. column 0 
D~TTBZS_IS _A _QUIa_DEMO Display text at current cursor Ioc:ation 
VAIU.-I'UN Wait for funClion key 

DLBDllllll11 Tum on all LEOs 
DCLlUI Clear all lines of RP240 display 

DPC1QIQI Cursor to line 1. column 0 

D~TTBE_LEDS_WILL_TURN_OF!'_IN_5_SECONDS ~p1aymxt 

'1'5 Wait 5 seoonds 
DLEDQlQlHQIQIQIQI Turn off all LEOs 
DCLlUI Clear all lines of RP240 display 
XT End sequenoe definition 

> 

Attach the RP240 after you have downloaded the above sequence correctly. 
Cycle power. The following is displayed. 

Press any function key to continue. After pressing any function key, all the 
LEOs on the RP240 will turn on and the display will read as shown below. 

i.. iLi OS :" l' iT'UR!Ni "iFF "iN' is, 5£\:0 :0$' : i I ' '~ , '~ , , H '~ , , ' , , , , " """'" r' 'I ' 'I 
~i ~j jj !~ ~j!il~1~i ljji~liil ~i f[ 

After 5 seconds. all the LEOs on the RP240 will turn off and the display 
will be cleared. 

Chapter @ Installation 1 1 





c H A p T E R ® 
Extended X Command Summary and Application Design 

Chapter Objectives 
The infonnation in this chapter will enable you to: 

Q Program the Sx. zx. or Model 500 to control the RP240 
Q Customize the system to meet your requirements 

PROGRAMMING NOTE 
This dlapter provides Extended X programming information that is required to 
communicate with the RP240. H you are using a 6000 Series product (6200 or 6250). 
skip ahead to Chapter @ 6000 Series Command Summary and Application Design. 

Extended X Language Command Summary 
Command 

DCLR 
DCN'r 

DLEO 

OPC 

OS'rP 

D'rX'r 
OVO 

VARn"P'UN 
VARn"NUM 

Description 

Clear the display 
EnablelDisabie PAUSE and CONTINUE Keys 
Tum RP240 LEOs 0nI0ff 
Position Cursor 
EnabielDisable STOP Key 
Display Text Data on RP240 LCD 
Display Variable Data on RP240 LCD 
Enable and Read Function Keys 
Enable and Read Numeric Keypad 

Chapter @ Extended X Command Summary and Application Design 1 3 



Description of Extended X Language Command Format 
The following is a definition of the format fields for the Extended X 
language products. 

<DO C L R Clear Display ®V.rslon 
SX Rev C2 
ZX Rev 0 

@Typ. 
@Syntax 
@Unlts 
®Rang. 
(!)D.fault 
(IDR.spons. 
(i)S •• Also 

Programming 
cDClRn 

500 Rev C 
@Attrlbut.s 
[xl Buffered 

Une number 
0.1.2 

[ 1 Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences None 

None 
OPC. OTXT. ova 

<D Mnemonic Code 
and Full Name 

® Valid Revision 
Level 

@ Type 

@ Syntax 

@ Units 

® Range 

('j) Default 

® Attributes 

® Response 

~ See Also 

1 4 RP240 User Guide 

This box contains the command's mnemonic code. 

This field contains the revision history of the command. It includes the 
revision of software when the command was added or modified. If the 
revision level of software you are using is equal to or greater than the 
revision level listed in this field. you are using the proper version of the 
software. 

This portion of the box contains the command type. All X Language RP240 
commands are programming commands. All of these commands affect 
program flow. 

The proper syntax for the command is shown here. The specific 
parameters associated with the command are also shown. Definitions of 
the parameters are described below: 
• This lndicates that a device address must accompany the command. Only the 

device specified by this parameter receives and executes the command. If this 
parameter. or any other parameter appears within brackets <a>. it Is optional. 

n This represents an integer value. 
b This represents a binary value. The binary value must be either 0 or 1. 

This field deSCribes what unit of measurement or value the parameter in 
the command syntax represents. 

This is the range of valid values that you can specify for an argument (or 
any other parameter specified). 

The default setting for the command is shown in this box. A command 
will perform its function with the default setting if you do not provide a 
value. 

This field indicates that these commands are buffered. Buffered commands 
are executed in the order that the system receives them with other buffered 
commands. Buffered commands can be stored in a sequence. 

There are no system responses associated with these X Language commands. 

Commands that are related or similar to the command described are listed 
here. 



Extended X Language Command Listing 

DCLR Clear Display 

Type Programming 
Syntax c:DCl.Rn 
Un Its ine number 
Range 0.1,2 
Default None 
Response None 
See Also ope. OlXT. ova 

Version 
SX Rev C2 
ZX Rev 0 
500 Rev C 
Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

The Clear Display (DCLR) command clears a specified line of the RP240 display. and repositions the cursor 
to the beginning of the line. 

n .. (2) Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
n = 1 Clear line 1 of the RP240 display 
n = 2 Clear line 2 of the RP240 display 

Command 
> DCLRl 

Description 
Clear line one (1) of the RP240 display 

::::.:.;;..:; ...... ;. ... ::.;:::;.;:;:.::.;::-;::: .. ;.;.:',:;:'';::: :', ':..:,,', ::";:::'~'.::: :.::.:::::. :',;: .. : ..... : .. : ... :::.:::: .:::::::," ;:;:;:;:;:::;:;: :;:;:::: ;:::::; ::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:::;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; ..... : .. :.:;:;:;:.:;:.:;:::;:;.;.;.... :.",' .:.:', '.: ..... ,',' ,;:;:;:.;.:.;.:;:.:;:;:;:;:.;::.:;:;:;:;::;.;;:;:;:;:;:~::::::;:':::::':::':::::::;:::'::'::"::::;::::::;:::::" 

DCNT Enable/Disable Pause and Continue 

Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See Also 

Programming 
<a>DCNTb 
None 
0, 1 
o 
None 
SSH,SSL 

This command enables or disables the PAUSE and CONTINUE keys on the RP240. 

Q DCNTIII Disable PAUSE and CONTINUE keys 
Q DCNT 1 Enable PAUSE and CONTINUE keys 

Version 
SX Rev C2 
ZX Rev 0 
500 Rev C 
Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

When the PAUSE and CONTINUE keys are enabled (DCNT1). pressing the PAUSE key will cause the RP240 to send 
a Stop (s) command to the Model 500. Sx. or zx. PreSSing the CONTINUE key wUl cause a Continue (c) 
command to be sent. To have the Model 500. Sx. or ZX pause motion. the Save Command Buffer on Stop 
(ssn) and the Resume Execution Enable (SSL1) must be enabled. 

Once you have activated the PAUSE and CONTINUE keys, they will remain active at all times. except when 
numeric or function key Infonnatlon has been requested (VARn-NUM or VARn-FUN). 

Command Description 
>XE1111111 Erase sequence #100 
>XD1111111 Begin definition of sequence #100 
S S B 1 Enable save command buffer on stop 
S S L 1 Enable resume execution 
DCNTl Enable PAUSE and CONTINUE keys 
D S T P 1 Enable STOP key 
x T End definition of sequence # 1 00 
> 
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OLEO 

Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See Also 

Turn RP240 LEOs On/Off 

Programming 
<8>DLEDn 
None 
0,1, X 
o 
None 
o 

Version 
SX Rev C2 
ZX Rev D 
500 Rev C 
Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

The OLEOcommand controls the state of the 8 LEOs on the RP240. A one will turn an LEO on, a zero will 
tum an LED off, and an X will leave the LEO unchanged from Its last state. 

The command example below reads from left to right and corresponds to the LEOs from top to bottom. 

Command pescrlptlon 
> DLEDl1011JXXll Tum LEOs 1.2,7, and 8 on. LEOs 3 and 4 off. and leave LEOs 5 and 6 unchanged 

ope 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See Also 

Position Cursor 

Programming 
<8>DPCnxx 
line number 
1,2 
None 
None 
OCLA, DTXT. ova 

Version 
SX Rev C2 
ZX Rev 0 
500 Rev C 
Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

The Position Cursor (DPC) command places the cursor at line n. column xz. The lines are numbered from 
top to bottom, 1 to 2. The columns are numbered from left to right. 00 to 39. 

You must use 00.01.02 •...• 09 instead ofO. 1. 2 •.... 9 for the column number (i.e .. OPC208. not OPC28). 

Column 

Un. 1 00: o~ 02: 03: 04: 05: 06 :07: 08: 09: 10; 11; 12; 13; 14; 15: 16: 17; 18; 19: 20: 21: 22 23:24 25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 30; 31; 32; 33; 34; 35: 38; 37; 38: 39 
__ .1 __ "._"._" __ .1 __ ... __ , __ .1 __ , _ __ , __ , __ .I. _ ., __ ,j. _, __ -r __ ,. __ ,- _.1.. _ -r __ , ___ ,_. ___ I. ___ ... --r __ 1..._ '" _ ... __ '" __ J. __ I.. _ • .l __ j. _.l. - .1 __ -r --r--

: : : : : : : : • , t : I : I , I I : I I I : : I : : : : : : : : : : I I Une2 I. I I I I I I : : : I : I ; : : : I : :: I I: I I I , I I , I I I 

Once the cursor has been placed. all succeeding text (DTXT) or variable data (DVO) will be displayed 
beginning at the current cursor location. All numeric data entered using the VARn=NUM command will also 
be displayed at the current cursor location. 

Command Description 
>DPC211J5 Position the cursor on line 2. column 5 
>DTXTCOMPOMOTOR_DEMO PR Place message COMPOMOTOR DEMO PROGRAM at current cursor position 
OGRAM 
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DSTP 

Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See Also 

Enable/Disable Stop 

Programming 
<DSTPb 
None 
0,1 
o 
None 
SSH.SSL 

The DSTPcommand enables or disables the STOP key on the RP240. 

o DSTPIIJ Disable STOP key 
ODS TP 1 Enable STOP key 

Version 
SX Rev C2 
ZX Rev 0 
500 Rev C 
Attributes 
[x] Buffered 
[ ] Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

When the STOP key is enabled (DSTP1). pressing the STOP key will cause the RP240 to send a Kill (Ee) 
command to the Model 500. sx. or zx. 

CAUTION 
Using the STOP key (K command) causes motion in progress to be stopped with the 
maximum deceleration rate. 

Once you have activated the STOP key. it will be active at all times. 

Command 
>XE111J11J 
>XD111J11J 
SSHl 
SSLl 
DCNTl 
DSTPl 
XT 
> 

Description 
Erase sequence 100 
Begin definition of sequence 100 
Enable save command buffer on stop 
Enable resume execution 
Enable PAUSE and CONTINUE keys 
Enable STOP key 
End definition of sequence 100 

;:;:::;:;:;:::.:. ":. :"';';';:";:::"':;:;:':::::;:;:;:;:':'-':'" : •••• ':::.:: •• ::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:; ;:;:;:;:;:; ::::::;:::::::::::.:.;.;.:-:.:.:.......... .' '.':,,", •• ':' ' •••.. ;.:.;.;.:.:::;:;:;:;:;:; ;:;:;:::::;:;:X::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::; ;:;:;:;:;:; ;:::::::;.::::::::::;:::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:::::::::;:::::::::::::;:::;:::::;::~;::::::;:::::;:::::::::::::;::: 

DTXT Display Text Data on RP240 LCD Version 
SX Rev C2 
ZX Rev 0 
500 Rev C 
Attributes 
[x] Buffered 

Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See Also 

<8>OTXTtext data 
None -
None 
None 
None 
DCLR. OPC. OVO 

[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This command places the text string. text_data. beginning at the current cursor location. The text string 
can be any alpha character from A to Z. any numeric character from 0 to 9. or the follOwing characters: 

. , ! , ., t, $, " ,. , " (, ) , -, +, -, { , }, [, ] , I . :, .. , , , <, >, ?, , , • , / 

An underscore U is used to separate words. The underscore will be displayed as a space on the RP240 
display. The asterisk (*). semicolon (;). backslash (\). and tilde (-) are illegal characters to use with the 
DTXT command. If the text string is too long. the text string will wrap around to the next line. 

Command 
>DPC211J5 
>DTXTCOMPOMOTOR_DEMO_PROGR 
AM_l 

Description 
Position the cursor on line 2. column 5 
Place message COMPOMOTOR DEMO PROGRAM 1 at current cursor 
position 
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DVO 

Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See Also 

Display Variable Data on RP240 LCD 

Programming 
<DVOn,n,n,b 
None 
See Below 
None 
None 
ope, DTXT, DCLR 

Version 
SX Rev C2 
ZX Rev D 
500 Rev C 
Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ I Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The DVO command is used to display a variable at the current cursor location. Any of the fifty variables 
avaUable In the extended X products can be displayed. 

1st n = Variable Number (Range = 1 to 50) 
2nd n = Number of whole digits displayed, digits to left of decimal point (Range = 0 to 15) 
3rd n .. Number of fractional digits displayed, digits to the right of the decimal point (Range = 0 to 5) 
b = Sign bit. 0 K no sign displayed. 1 .. display plus or minus sign 

Command 
>DPC2f21S 
>DV02,2,1,1 

Description 
Position the cursor on line 2. column 5 
Place Variable 2 at current cursor poSition. If variable 2 contained the number 
53.23. then +53.2 Is displayed on the RP240 LCD starting at column 5. line 2 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::;:;:;:::;:;:::;:;:::::::::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;::::::?::;:;:::;:;:::;:;:::::;:;:;:::;:::::::;:::::;:::::;:;:: ::::::;:::::;:::::;::::: .... :........ : •....... ::::::::.:: .• :. . ", .•••.•.....•.....•........... ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:; .. ;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;:::::::::;:;:;:::;:;:::::::;::::::::!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::' ::':':::':"::':'::" 

VARN=FUN Enable and Read Function Keys Version 
SX Rev C2 
ZX Rev D 
500 Rev C 
Attributes 
[x] Buffered 

Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See Also 

Programming 
<a>VARn=FUN 
variable number 
1 to050 
None 
None 
VAR 

[ ] Device specific 
[ ] Saved independently 
[ ] Saved in sequences 

The VARN=F'UNcommand is used to enable the function keys on the RP240 and retrieve the function key 
pressed. Once this command Is encountered. command processing stops until the RP240 returns a number 
corresponding to the function key pressed. Function key 1 (n) returns a 1. function key 2 (F2) returns a 2. 
etc. MENU RECALL returns a zero. The number that Is returned Is placed In the vaIiable n. 

The RP240 Is actually sending an exclamation point (I) before the number returned. allowing the Model 500, 
Sx. or ZX to interpret the value returned. 

Note: If you are using a kill sequence (XFK), place the command ~ at the beginning of the kill sequence. 

~2mmln~ 
>XEl 
>XDl 
DPC2121S 
DTXTPRESS Fl 
VAR1-FUN 
L 
IF(VAR1-l) 
XG2 
NIF 
N 
XT 
> 
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pescrlptlon 
Erase sequence 1 -
Begin definition of sequence 1 
Position the cursor on line 2. column 5 
Place message PRESS Fl at current cursor location 
Retrieve function key pressed value and place in variable 1 
Begin endless loop 
Ifvariable 1 equals 1. do the commands between IF and NIF 
Branch to sequence 2 
End IF statement 
End endless loop 
End definition of sequence 1 



VAR=NUM 

Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See Also 

Enable and Read Numeric Keypad 

Programming 
<s>VAR.NUM 
None 
1 to 50 
None 
None 
VAR 

Version 
SX Rev C2 
ZX Rev D 
500 Rev C 
Attributes 
[xl Buffered 
[ 1 Device specific 
[ 1 Saved independently 
[ 1 Saved in sequences 

This VAR=NUM command Is used to enable the numeric keypad on the RP240 and retrieve the numeric 
information entered. Once this command Is encountered. command processing stops untU the RP240 
returns a value entered on the numeric keypad. The +/- key changes the sign of the number entered. The 
+/- key must be pressed before the number is entered. or it wUI have no effect. The C/E key will clear the 
number you have entered and allow you to restart. The ENTER key sends the number entered to the 500. sx. 
or zx. If no value was entered before the ENTER key was pressed. the ENTER key will have no effect. 

The number that is returned by the RP240 is placed In the variable D of the 500. sx. or zx. If either the 
+/- key or the . key is entered by itself. the variable will be set to zero. 

The RP240 Is actually sending an exclamation point (!) before the number returned. thus allowing the 500. 
Sx. or ZX to interpret the value returned. 

INote: If you are using a kill sequence (XFK). place the command"* at the beginning of the kill sequence. 

Command Description 
> x E 1 Erase sequence 1 
>XD 1 Begin definition of sequence 1 
DCLRIIJ Clear Display 
DPC111JS POSition the cursor on line 1. column 5 
DTXTENTER BAG COONT Place message ENTER BAG COUNT at current cursor location 
DCLR2 Clear Display 
DPC121 POSition the cursor on line 1. column 21 
VAR1-QI Initialize variable 1 
WHILE (VAR1<1 OR VAR1>1Q1) Do statements between WHILE and NWHILE until 0<VAR1<1l 
DCLR2 - Clear line 2 of RP240 display 
o P C 12 1 Position cursor on line 1. column 21 
VAR1-NUM Retrieve numeric value and place in variable 1 
IF (VAR 1 < 1 ) If variable 1 < 1 do the commands between IF and NIF 
DPC2Q1S POSition the cursor on line 2. column 5 
DTXTBAG_COONT_TOO_LOW Place message BAG COUNT TOO LON at current cursor location 
T 2 TIme delay 2 seconds 
N I F End IF statement 
IF (VAR1>lQl) Ifvariable 1 > 10 do the commands between IF and NIF 
DPC2Q1S Position the cursor on line 2. column 5 
DTXTBAG_COOHT TOO_HIGH Place message BAG COUNT TOO HIGH at current cursor location 
T 2 TIme delay 2 seconds 
N I F End IF statement 
HWHILE End WHILE statement 
M N Set to Normal mode 
L D 3 Disable limits (if not connected) 
A1Ql Set acceleration to 10 rps2 
v 2 Set velocity to 10 rps 
D2SQIQIQI Set distance to 25000 steps 
L (VARl ) Loop as many times as specified by variable 1 
G Initiate motion 
H End loop 
x T End definition of sequence 1 
> 
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Discussion of Extended X Language Commands 
This section discusses the commands descrtbed previously in the 
command reference. 

Prompting an Operator or Displaying Information 

2 0 RP240 User Guide 

In many motion control applications. the most important requirement is 
the operator interface. Presenting Information to an operator in a desired 
format is often difficult at best. The RP240 has two visual indicators to 
help present information to the operator. The simplest indicator is the 8 
LEOs on the panel. These LEOs: can be turned on or off with the OLEO 
command. The LEOs can be used in conjunction with the outputs to show 
the state of an output. or they can be used to show status. such as motor 
moving. specific sequence in progress. etc. 

IF a OLEOlfi'Jfi'Jfi'Jlfi'Jll command is issued. the LEOs shown below would be 
illUminated. These eight LEOs can be labeled. using the slide-in card 
provided. to represent cycle status. output status. etc. 

I Compumotor RP240 ibM 

( MENU) 
RECALL ~ (F2) (F3) (F4) 

POWER 0 

([J(2·)D 
ON to (!D~m 20 

30 
40 ~(8"'JD ON 50 

ON 
60 

( PAUSE ) ([JOG:] 70 
ON 80 

(STOP) fotmNU~ ( CIE J (ENTER ) 

The other indicator Is the two line. 40-character LCD display. This 
display can be controlled with specific Extended X Language commands. 
The Position Cursor (ope) command allows the user to program the 
location of the cursor on the LCD display. The Display Text Data (OTXT) 
command on RP240 Display allows the user to place text. beginning at the 
current cursor location. on the LCD display. 



Extended X Language Command Programming Example 
A user wants his operator to see the message ENTER THE CYCLE COUNT. 
He wants this message placed on line two. starting after two spaces in from 
the left. He also wants the user to be able to enter the cycle count three 
spaces after the message. Below are the steps required to accomplish this. 

Step 1 Issue the DPC2/1l2 command 

i~:iJ 1-IH+Hf1iHH+H+H+H+H+HHI+II+HHI 
command is used. L-

Cursor Location 

Step 2 Issue the DTXTENTER_TBE_CYCLE_COONT command 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Step 6 

Cursor Location --1 
Issue the DPC225 command 

Id 
~ ~ ~ i 1 i i : .. : l : i; . . i..:: 

··t··refNtr!e '~""rT ·HE····· c'yle ·L~·I···l·d·olu<·~~···<···t·······,···t·······I···I··· ..... 1 ... 1 ... ] .... 1 .......... j .. . 
Cursor location --.J 

Now that we have provided the operator with the prompting message. how 
do we obtain the information? The Read and Enable Numeric Keypad 
(VARn=NUM) or Read and Enable Function Keys (VARn=FUN) commands 
provide the answer. The VARn=NUM command will enable the numeric 
keypad and allow the operator to enter information. The numbers. as 
entered. will be displayed at the current cursor location. Once the ENTER 
key is pressed. the number will be transmitted from the RP240 to the 
Model 500. SX. or ZX. 

Issue the VAR1=NOM command 

Cursor location ---.t 
Press a 2. followed by a 5 

I I 

IftEl~TIEUiT1JEll'v!JMiJolu·~~H215Ui+lil++I,+H 
Cursor location ---1 

if the wrong value is entered, press the c / E key and re-enter the value. 

Press the C IE key 
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Step 7 

Step 8 

Step 9 

Step 10 

Step 11 

Step 12 

Step 13 

Step 14 
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Press a 1. followed by a 5. followed by an ENIER 

IHJMJtHJ~fJ~JMiJJ-JM-HM#tIT-HH+~1 
Cursor Location ..J-

After the ENTER key is pressed. the RP240 will transmit the value 15 to the 
Model 500. SX. or ZX. This value will be stored in variable 1. Use the 
VARn=I'UN command to enter information based on function key input. 
Steps 8 through 14 illustrate this capability. 

DCLRe command is issued . 

.. Cursor Location 

I d11 
Issue the DPC1IIJS command W CUrsor location 

Cursor Location 

... '. .. ., '. ,'. Ii, ' ! W t 'iAFi t '~d II I 
Issue the DPC211J11J command 

+Ht~111~~'~~'~I!f~rHi~iM1~,i:f;ij~tUMljL+ 
L Cursor Location 

Issue the DTXTPARTl PART2 PART3 PART4 PARTS PARTS PART6 
command. This text serves as a:n operator menu tor the function keys . 

.--Cursor location 

Issue the VAR2"FON command 

The VARn=1't1N command enables the function (Fl - F6), and the MENU 
RECALL keys. When any of these keys are pressed. the number 
corresponding to the function key will be transmitted from the RP240 to 
the 500. SX. or ZX. Function keys 1-6 will return the values 1-6. The 
MENU RECALL key will return a zero. 

Press Fl 

After the Fl key is pressed. the RP240 will transmit the value 1 to the 
Model 500. SX. or ZX. This value will be stored in variable 2. 



Processing Information 
Variables can be used in conditional statements like II', WHILE, and 
REPEAT, or as data values in D, V, A, AD. L. or T commands. In step 7 
above, the value 15 was entered stored in variable 1 to be used as the cycle 
count. The following is a command example: 
Command 

D241/J1/J 

Vl 
L(VAR1) 

Description 

Set clstance to 2400 steps 

Set velocity ID 1 IpS 

Loop the number of times as specified by variable 1 

c: Initiate motion 
n Wait one second 
)I End the loop 

In step 14, the operator pressed the 1'1 key. This value was stored in variable 
2. and was to be used to select PART1. The following is a command example: 

Command Description 

:IF (VAR2-1) xc.;ll NIP' Branch to sequence 11 if F1 is pressed 

ZI' (VAR2-2) XG12 NIP' 8ra'lch to sequence 12 if F2 is pressed 

XF (VAR2-3) XG13 NIF Branch to sequence 13 if F3 is pressed 
IF (VAR2 .. 4) XG14 NIF Branch to sequence 14 if F4 is pressed 
IF (VAR2-S) XG1S NIF Branch to sequence 15 if F5 is pressed 

IF (VAR2"') XG16 NIF Branch to sequence 16 if F6 is pressed 

For further infonnation on the additional commands used in the 
examples above, refer to the appropriate user guIde. or software reference 
guide for the Model 500. SX, or zx. 

Enabling STOP and PAUSE Keys 

IS" Helpful Hint: 
Both the SSH and SSL 
commands should be 

placed in the power-up 
sequence (5ecJJenCe 

.1(0). 

In addition to the function keys and numeric keypad. there are three other 
keys. The STOP key. and the PAUSE and CONTINUE keys. must be enabled 
before they can be used. 

Typically. if an application uses the STOP key. the key will be enabled 
(DS'l'P1) in the power-up sequence (sequence #100). However. the STOP key 
can be enabled and disabled in any sequence. and at any time. The STOP 
key issues a Kill (K) command to the 500. SX, or ZX, immediately halting 
motion. There is no controlled deceleration when using the STOP key. 

The PAUSE and CONTINUE keys can be enabled in any sequence. Before 
these keys will function as expected, you must enable the commandSave 
Command Buffer on Stop (SSH1) and Resume Execution Enable (SSL1) 
commands. The DCNT command enables the PAUSE and CONTINUE keys. 
and the commands SSHl and SSLl cause the PAUSE and CONTINUE keys to 
function in different ways. 

If SSH is disabled (SSH~). the PAUSE key will function as a controlled stop. 
The motor will decelerate at the last programmed deceleration rate (AD) 
and the program buffer will be dumped. The program will be exited. 

If you issue SSHl and SSL~. the PAUSE key will function as a controlled 
stop. After motion is halted. the CONTINUE key will not resume motion. 
Instead. it will resume command processIng with the command directly 
following the command that was stopped with the PAUSE key. 

If SSH1 and SSLl are issued. the PAUSE key will function as a controlled 
stop. After moUon is halted. command processing can be continued by 
pressing the CONTINUE key. If motion was in progress when the PAUSE key 
was pressed. that motion will be resumed. This is the recommended way 
to use the PAUSE and CONTINUE keys. 
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Sample Program 

Power-Up 
Sequence 

Sequence #1 

Sequence #2 
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This section provides an example of an RP240 application program. Refer 
to the specific indexer's Software Reference GUide for a more detailed 
description of the commands. 

The power-up sequence (Sequence #100) is used to initialize the SX. 500. or 
ZX to a state compatible with the RP240. The power-up sequence is also 
used to initialize variables. 

XB1I2II2I 
XDlfIII2I 
LDG!I 
SSBl 
SSNI2I 
DS'rPl 
VlUt2121-5 
V02l-l 
XGl 
XT 

Erase seq.JenOe .100 
Begin definition of sequence '100 
Enable limits (only if connected, olherwise L.D3) 
Save command buffer on sIDp 
Disable Message mode 
Enable STOP key 
Variable 20 wi. be used for the high jog velocity 
Variable 21 win be used tor the low jog velocity 

8ranc:tI " S8CJ.1ence .1 
End definition of sequence .100 

Sequence #1 provides the main menu for a demonstration program. 
ContraIls transferred to another sequence based on a function key input. 

XE 1 Erase sequence .1 
XD 1 Begin definition of sequence #1 
DCLRQI Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
DPCll2l6 Position cursor at row 1, column 6 
DTXTCOMPUMOTOR_RP24Q1_DEMO_PROGRAH 
DPC2G!1121 
DTXTACCESS 
DPC235 
D'rXTEXI'r 
VOl-FUN 
IF (V01-l) 

XG2 
NIF 
IF (VOl-6) 

DCLRG!I 
SSAQ! 
SSII2I 
HALT 

NIF 
DPC22Q1 
DTXTWRONG_BUTTON! 

Position cursor at row 2, column 0 

Position cursor at row 2, column 35 

Wait for function key and place value in variable 1 
If function key 1 is pIlISS6d 
Branch to sequence 2 
End If 
It function key 6 is pressed 
Clear alilinas of the RP240 display 
Enable echo 
Enable interactive mode 
Halt program execution 
End If 
Position cursor at row 2, column 20 

'rl Time delay of 1 second 
XGl 8ranc:tI "sequence #1 
XT End definition of sequence #1 

Sequence #2 prompts for a code number. and then transfers control to 
sequence #3. If the code number is Incorrect. control Is passed back to 
sequence # 1. 
XE2 
XD2 
DCLRQI 
DPCll2lil 
DTXTENTER_CODE_NUMBER_xxxx 
DPCl18 
V01-NUM 
IP(V01<1234_0R_VAR1>1234) 

DPC22G!1 
DTX'rWRONG_NUMBER 
'rl 
XGl 

BLSE 

NIP 
XT 

XG3 

Erase sequence #2 
Begin definition of sequence #2 
Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
Position cursor at row 1, column 0 

Position cursor at row 1, column 18 
Wait for numeric keypad input and place in variable 1 
If variable 1 is less !han 1234 or greater !han 1234 
Position cursor at row 2, column 20 

Time delay of 1 second 
Branch " sequence #1 
Else part ot If statement (Variable 1 equals 1234) 

Branch " sequence #3 
End If 
End definition of sequence #2 



Sequence #3 

Sequence #4 

Sequence #3 asks for a selection via the function keys. Control is passed 
to a sequence based upon the function key pressed. 
XB 3 Erase sequence 13 
XD 3 Begin definition of sequence 13 
DCLRQI Clear all lines of the RP240 cisplay 
DPC1~~ Position cursor at row 1, column 1 
D'fX'fJOG ___ I/O ___ 'fEACB MAKE FEED BXI'f 
DPC201 PositionCUrSOr at row 2, column 1 
D'fX'fAXBS __ 'fBS'f ___ MODE MOVE 'f0 LENG'fB 
VAR1-FUlI --- - wait for function key and place value in variable 1 
l:F (VAR1-1) XRC NIl' If function key 1 was pressed, gosub to sequence 14 
J:I' (VARl-2) XR5 NIl' If function key 2 was pressed, gosub to sequence 15 
IF (VARl-3 ) XRfi NIl' If function key 3 was pressed, gosub ID sequence 16 
J:I' (VAR1-C) XR7 NIl' If function key 4 was pressed, gosub ID sequence tI7 
IF (VAR1-S) DS HII' If function key 5 was pressed, gosub to sequence #8 
l:F (VARl-6) XGl NIl' If function key 6 was pressed, branch to SEICJ.Ien08 '1 
XG3 Branch ID seqJEIIlO8l3 
X'f End definition of sequence 13 

Sequence #4 Simulates jogging with CW or CCW jog options, and either low 
or high velocity. The default jog velocities are stored in variables 20 and 
21. which were assigned in power-up sequences (sequence #100). 
leE 1 Erase sequence 14 
XD 1 Begin definition of sequence 14 
A 7 5 AD7S Set acceleration and deceleration to 75 rf1V/secIsec 
VARI-/IJ VAR2-/IJ Initialize variables 1 and 2 to zero 
MC Enable continuous mode 
MPP Enable position profiling mode 
REPKA'f Repeat an the commands until the UNTIL conation is true 

VAR3~/IJ Set variable 3 equailD zero 
DCLRQI Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
DPC1/IJ2 Position the cursor at row 1, column 2 
D'fXTCW CW CCW CCW STOP 
DPC2/IJ1-- -- -- POSition the cursor at row 2, column 1 
DTXTLOW __ BIGH LOW HIGH MOTION 
VAR1-FUlI --- --- Wait lOr function key and place value in variable 1 
WHILE (VAR2<VARI OR VAR2>VARI AND VAR3~O) 

V/IJ - - SetveloCiiy to zero rev/sec 
T/IJ. 3 Wait lor 0.3 seconds 
IF (VARI =1) II function key 1 was pressed 

B+ V (VAR21) G Set direction, velocity, and initia1e motion 
NIl' End If 
IF (VAR1=2) If function key 2 was pressed 

B+ V (VAR211J) G Set direction, velocity, and initia1e motion 
NIl' End II 
IF (VARI =3) If function key 3 was pressed 

H - V (VAR21 ) G Set direction, velocity, and initia1e motion 
HII' End If 
IF (VAR1=4) II function key 4 was pressed 

B+ V (VAR2/IJ) G Set direction, velocity, and initia1e motion 
NIF End II 
IF (VAR1=S) If function key 5 was pressed 

H+ V (VAR21) G Set direction, velocity, and initia1e motion 
NIl' End II 
IF (VAR1~1) II function key 1 was pressed 

DCLRIIJ Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
DPC212 Position the cursor at row 2, column 12 
DTX'fINVALID SELECTION 
'1'1 - Wait for 1 second 
XG C Branch ID sequence 14 

NIl' End II 
Set variable 31D one 
End WHILE loop 

VAR2-VAR1 
UlITIL (VARI-fi) 
VIIJ 

Set variable 2 equallD variable 1 
Exit REPEAT UNTIL loop when function key 6 is pressed 
Set velocity to zero 

NG 
MN 

Exit position profiling (MPP) mode 
Mode normal (exit mode continuous) 
Set variable 1 equallD zero. 
End definition of sequence 14 
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Sequence #5 

Sequence #6 
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Sequence #5 provides input status Infonnauon and then toggles the eight 
LEDs of the RP240 on and off. 
XES 
XDS 
DCLJUJ 
DPC1. 

Erase seq.Jen08l5 
Begin definition of seqJenC9 #5 
Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
Position the cursor at row 1, column 0 

D~X~IHPU~ S~A~US. 

DPC21iJ1iJ -
DHTUPDA'l'Jl 

Position the cursor at row 2, column 0 

Position the cusor at row 2, column 33 DPC233 
DTXTOU~PUTS 

REPZ,U Repeat aU !he commands until the UNTIL condtion is true 
VAlU-I'UN Wait for function key and place value in variable 1 
DPC113 Position !he cusor at row 1, column 13 
II'(IN1) DHTl BLSE DH~1iJ NIl' 
II'(INX1) D~XTl ELSE DTXTIiJ NIl' 
II'(INXX1) DHTl ELSE DHTIiJ NIl' 
II'(INXXX1) DTXTl ELSE DHTIiJ NIl' 
II'(IHXXXX1) DHTl ELSE DTXTIiJ NIl' 
II'(INXXXXX1) DTXTl ELSE DHTIiJ NIl' 
IF (INXXXXXX1) OHTl ELSE DHTIiJ NIl' 
II'(INXXXXXXX1) DTXTl BLSB DHTIiJ NIl' 

UNTIL (VARl-6) Exit REPEAT UNTIL loop when function key 6 is pressed 
DCLJUJ Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
DPC11iJ1iJ Position !he cursor at row 1, column 0 
DTXTTBE LBDS BELOW WILL CHANGB STATE 
DLBDliJliJ(lJHliJ(lJl - T1 - - 'fUm on LED 8 and wait 1 second 
DLBDliJliJ(lJliJ(lJliJll T1 Tum on LEOs 7 and 8 and wait 1 second 
DLBDliJliJ(lJliJ(lJ1l1 T1 Tum on LEOs 6, 7 and 8 and wait 1 second 
DLBDliJliJ(lJliJ1l11 T1 Tum on LEOs 5, 6, 71i1ld 8 and wait 1 second 
DLBDliJliJ(lJ1l1l1 T1 Tum on LEOs 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 and wait 1 second 
DLBDliJIZI11l1l1 T1 Tum on LEOs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and e and wait 1 second 
DLBDIZI11111l1 T1 Tum on LEOs 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7 and 8 and wait 1 second 
DLBDll111111 T1 Tum on LEOs 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 and 8 and wait 1 second 
VAIn-1ZI Set variable 1 &qJallO zero. 
XT End definition of sequence #5 
Sequence #6 demonstrates teaching moves that can be executed from 
sequence #7. This sequence uses the jog routine from sequence #4 to move 
to the deSired locations. The distances taught are assigned to variables 
using other sequences (13. 14. and 15 in this example). The total number 
of moves taught is limited by the number of variables and the number of 
available sequences. 
XE6 Erase sequence 16 
XD6 
NPA 
MN 
VA.R28-13 
VA.R29-1 
VA.R31Z1"1 
REPEAT 

Begin definition of sequence 16 
Enable absolute positioning mode 
Enable preset mode 
Set variable 28 &qJaI to 13 (First seq.Jenoe 10 leach) 
Set variable 29 &qJalto 1 
Set variable 30 &qJalto 1 
Repeat an !he commands until the UNTIL condtion is true 
Clear all lines of the RP240 display DCLRIZI 

DPC1"" Position the cursor at row 1, column 0 
DTXTHOW MANY MOVES TO TEACH? x 
DPC21Z11Z1 - - poSition the cursor at row 2, column 0 
DTXT(MAXIMUM OF THREE MOVES) 
DPC12S - - - Positionthecusoratrow1,coIumn25 
VA.R3"-NUM Wait for numeric keypad input and place in variable 30 

UNTIL (VAP.31iJ>1IJ AND VA.R31Z1<4) Exit REPEAT UNTIL loop when number entered is 1,2 or 3 
L (VA.R3IZ1) -- Loop the number of times specified in variable 30 

N 

P Z Set the CUl'T9nt position to absolute zero 
DCLJUJ Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
DPC1. Position the cursor at row 1, column 0 
DHTPLEASE MAKE MOVE'_ 
DV029,2.1/I,1ZI 
DPC21Z11Z1 
Tl 
XR4 
XR(VA.R28) 
VA.R2S"VAR28+1 
VA.R29"VAR29+1 

Display variable 29 
Position the cursor at row 2, column 0 
Wait 1 second 
Gosub 10 SEqJen08 #4 
Gosub 10 the sequence specified in variable 28 
Increment variable 28 by 1 
Increment variable 29 by 1 
End loop 

VA.Rl-" 
XT 

Set variable 1 equal 10 zero. 
End definition of sequence 16 



Sequence #7 

Sequence #8 

Sequence #7 penonns the moves taught in sequence #6. The distance for 
each move is based upon the distance that was stored in a variable in 
sequence #6. 
D 7 Erase sequence '7 
Xl> 7 Begin definition of sequence '7 
Alle Set acceIeradon to 100 rfNlseeI&ec 
A1>lH Set deceIeraIion to 100 rfNlsecIsec 
lIP I Enable incremental position mode 
l' z Set !he curT8nt position to absolute zero 
VUJ Set velocity to 10 rfNlsec 
VAR2 t-2" Set variable 29 equal to twenty 
L (VAR3,,) Loop the number of limes specified by variable 30 

XR (VAR2 t) Gosub to the sequence spedfied by variable 29 
Q Initiate motion 
VAR2 t-nR2 t+ 1 lnaement variable 29 

N End loop 
VARl." Set variable 1 8CJI8I to zero. 
X'r End definition of sequence '7 
Sequence #8 prompts the operator to select the feed length, maximum 
speed and count of items to be cut. 
D8 ErasesequenceW 
Xl> 8 Begin definition of sequence 18 
l>CLR8 Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
l>PCl"l Position !he cursor at row 1, column 1 
l>'rX'rSELKC'r FEED LENGTH. MAX SPEED. , COUNT 
T 2 - - - Wait tor iseoonds 
RBPEA'r Repeat aD !he commands until !he UNTIL ooncidon is true 

l>CLR" Clear all lines 01 the RP240 display 
VAR22-" Set variable 22 eqJaI to zero (used 10 exit repeat loop) 
l>PCl,,2 Position the cursor at row 1, column 2 
D'rX'rEN'rER FEED LENGTH IN INCHES: ("-99.9) 
DPC2l2 - - - - Position"1he cursor at row 2. column 12 
D'rX'rFEED LKNGTH=xx.x 
DPC22.. -
VAR2-NUM 
IF(VAR2>99.9 OR VAR2<", 

DCLR(IJ - -
DPC2l5 
DTXTOU'r OF RANGE 
'r2 --

ELSE 
DCLR" 
DPCll2 
D'rX'rFEED LENGTH= 
DPC125 -
DV02.2.l." 
DPC2,,2 
DTX'rYBS 
DPC236 
D'rX'rNO 

Position the cursor at row 2, column 24 
Wait for numeric keypad input and place in variable 2 
If variable 2 is greater than 99.9 or less than 0 
Clear alilinas 01 the RP240 display 
Position the cursor at row 2, column 15 

Wait for two seconds 
Else (variable 2 is greater than 0 and less than 99.9) 
Clear alilinas 01 the RP240 display 
Position the cursor at row 1, column 12 

Position the cursor at row 1, column 25 
Display variable 2 
Position the cursor at row 2, column 2 

Position the cursor at row 2, column 36 

VAR22"FUN Wait for a function key to be pressed 
NIF End If 

UNTIL (VAR22-l) Exit REPEAT UNTIL loop when variable 22 equals one 
REPEA'r Repeat aU !he commands until the UNTIL concltion is true 

DCLR" Clear all lines 01 the RP240 display 
nR22-" Set variable 22 eqJaIlo zero (used 10 exit repeat loop) 
DPCl"l Position the cursor at row 1, column 1 
D'rX'rEnER MAX SPEED (RPM): (,,-2"HRPM) 
l>PC2l5 - - -Position the cursor at row 2. column 15 
l>'rXTMAX SPEEl>-xxxx 
l>PC225 -
VAR3-NUM 
IF(VAR3>2 .. "" OR VAR3<,,) 

DCLR" - -
DPC2l5 
D'rXTOU'r OF RANGE 
'r2 --

ELSE 
DCLR" 
DPCl14 
DTX'rMAX SPEED= 
DPCl25 -
DV03 .... 2." 
DPC2,,2 

Position the cursor at row 2, column 25 
Wait for numeric keypad input and place in variable 3 
If variable 3 is greater thM 2400 or less than 0 
Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
Position the cursor at row 2, column 15 

Wait for two seconds 
Else (variable 3 is greater than 0 and less than 2400) 
Clear alilinas of the RP240 display 
Position the cursor at row 1, column 14 

Position the cursor at row 1, column 25 
Display variable 3 
Position the cursor at row 2, column 2 
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D'rX'rYBS 
DPC236 
DTXTNO 

Position the cursor at row 2. column 36 

VAR22-FUN Wait for a function key to be pressed 
NI!' End If 

UNTIL (VAR22-1) Exit REPEAT UNTIL loop when variable 22 equals one 
REPEAT Repeat al1he commands untillhe UNTIL condtion is lrUe 

DCLRGI Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
VAR22-" Set variable 22 equaJ to zero (used to em repeat loop) 
DPC1"3 Position lhe cursor at row 1. column 1 
DTXTENTER TOTAL NUMBER OF CUTS: (1-1",,) 
DPC21" - - - -Positioothe IUSOr at row 2. coumn 10 
DTXTTOTAL t OF CUTS-xxx 
DPC226 - - -
VAR4-NtJM 
IF(VAR4>1"" OR VAR4<1) 

DCLRGI - -
DPC2lS 
DTXTOUT OF RANGE 
T2 --

ELSE 
DCLRGI 
DPC1l3 

NIl' 

DTXTt OF CUTS .. 
DPC12'i -
DV04,3,"," 
DPC2"2 
DTXTYES 
DPC236 
DTXTNO 
VAR22=FUN 

UNTIL (VAR22=1) 
REPEAT 

DCLR" 
DPC2"1 
DTXTSTART 
DPC23S 
DTXTEXIT 
VAR22-FUN 
IF(VAR22-1 OR VAR22=6) 
ELSE -

DCLRIII 
DPC212 
DTXTINVALID SELECTION 
T2 

NIl' 
UNTIL(VAR22-1 OR. VAR22=6) 
IF (VAR22-6) - -

XG3 
NIl' 
DCLRG!5 
VARS-VAR2*2SI5"" 
VAR6-VARl / 6" 
VAR7-VAR4 
LD3 
MN 

Al"" 
ADl"" 
V (VAR6) 
D(VARS) 
DPC211 
DTXT' LEFT TO CUT: 
L(VAR'i) -

DPC22S 
DV07,3,",1II 
G 
VAR7-VAR7-1 
T.l 

N 
DCLR15 
DPC213 
DTXTJOB COMPLETED! 
Tl.S -
XG3 
XT 

Position the IUSOr at row 2. column 26 
Wait for numeric keypad input and place in variable 4 
H variable 4 is ~lI9r than 100 or less than 1 
Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
Position the IUSOr at row 2. column 15 

Wait for two seconds 
Sse (variable 4 is greater than 1 and less than 100) 
Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
Position the IUSOr at row 1. column 13 

Position the IUSOr at row 1. column 24 
Display variable 3 
Position 1he cursor at row 2. column 2 

Position the cursor at row 2, column 36 

Wait for a function key to be pressed 
End If 
Exit REPEAT UNTIL loop when variable 22 equals one 
Repeat all the commands untillhe UNTIL condtion is lrUe 
Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
Position lhe cursor at row 2, column 1 

Position the cursor at row 2. column 35 

Wait for a function key to be pressed 
If variable 1 equals 1 or 6 do nolhing 
Else, display an error message 
Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
Position the cursor at row 2, column 12 

Wait two seconds 
End If 
Exit REPEAT UNTIL loop when variable 22 equals 1 or 6 
H variable 22 equals 6 
Branch D seq.JeIlCe 13 
End If 
Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
Variable 5 equals distanoe. assuming 25000 Sll9ps1inch 
Variable 6 equals velocity in RPM 
Using variable 7 as count down value 
Enable limits 
Mode normal (preset moves) 
Set acceleration to 100 rev/sec/sec 
Set deceleration to 100 rw/seclsec 
Set Velocity to the value specified by variable 6 
Set distance 10 the value specified by variable 5 
Position the cursor at row 2, column 11 

loop lhe number of times specified by variable 4 
Position the cursor at row 2, column 25 
Display variable 7 
Initiate motion 
Decrement variable 7 
Wait 0.1 seconds 
End loop 
Clear all lines of the RP240 display 
Position the cursor at row 2, column 13 

Set distance to the value specified by variable 5 
Brand1 tD 5eCJJence 13 
End definition of sequence IS 



Sequences 
#13,#14,#15 

Sequences 
#20,#21,#22 

Sequences #13. #14. and #15 store the current posItion into variables 6. 7. 
and 8. respecuvely. 

XE13 Erasesequenoe#13 
XD13 Begin definition of sequence #13 

VAR6-POS Variable 6 eqJaIs the ament position 
X'r End definition of sequence #13 
XE14 Erase sequence #14 
XD14 Begin definition of sequence ',4 

VAR7-POS Variable 7 eqJaIs the current position 
X'r End definition of sequence ',4 
XB15 Erasesequenoe'15 
XD15 Begin definition ofsequenc:e ',5 

VAR8-POS Variable 8 eq..taIs the current position 
X'r End definition of sequence '15 

Sequences #20. #21. and #22 set dIstance to the value stored in variables 6. 
7, and 8, respectively. 

XB2111 
XD2111 

D(VAR6) 
XT 
XB21 
XD21 

D (VAR7) 
XT 
XE22 
XD22 

D(VAR8) 
XT 

Erase sequence #20 
Begin definition of sequence '20 
Set distance 10 !he value slOred in variable 6 
End definition of sequence #20 
Erasesequenoe #21 
Begin definition of sequence #21 
Set distance 10 !he value stored in variable 7 
End definition of sequence #21 
Erase sequence #22 
Begin definition of sequence '22 
Set distance 10 !he value stored in variable 8 
End definition of sequence #22 

Editing Sequences 
If you wish to edit sequences in your SX. ZX. or Model 500, you must re
establish RS-232C communIcation before downloading the new sequences 
to the controller. Compumotor recommends using the following 
procedure. 

<D Remove power from your controller and the RP240. 

<2> Remove connections between the controller and the RP240. 

~ Connect Rx, TX. and Ground between the controller and your RS-232C port. 

@) Apply power to your controller. 

(5) Enter the TERMINAL EMULATOR portIon of your communication software 
(preferably Compumotor's X-Ware). 

Initially you will not be able to establish communications if you have turned 
off command echo (SSA1) in your power-up sequence. 

@ If using X-Ware Device Not Ready will appear on your screen (If you have 
disabled the command echo). Press the <ENTER> key. Next, press the Y key 
to enter the Tenninal Emulator. 

([) To terminate the power-up sequence. and tum on the command echo as well 
as the interactive mode, issue the following commands: 

It <cr> 
SSAm <cr> 
SSII11 <cr> 

(I) Check the controller's status by issuing a aR command, where a Is the device 
address (lR <CT>, for example). The controller should respond with a *R. If 
you do not receive a *R, consult the RS-232C Troubleshooting section of your 
controller user gUide. 

@ Edit the sequence as usual (If using X-Ware, hit the <ESC> key, then use arrow 
keys to select the Editor menu). 
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Jiir Helpful Hint: 
Daisy Chain Wiring 

Diagram 

Daisy Chain 
Sample 
Program 
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This section describes daisy chaining multiple Extended X language 
products with an RP240. 

More than one SX, Model 500, or ZX can be daisy chained to a single 
RP240. Daisy chaining up to 16 units is not a trivial programming 
assignment. When multiple units are daisy chained together, one unit 
must act as the master, controlling all the slaves down the line. The 
RP240 must be placed at the end of the daisy chain, where it is a slave. 
The master unit must control all the messages displayed on the RP240, in 
addition to processing the input from the RP240. The master unit must 
also control the motion of all the other slave units. Controlling the 
motion of the slave units can be accomplished by either pre-programming 
sequences in the slave units and activating them with 1/0 from the master, 
or by sending the motion command across the RS-232 daisy chain Via the 
Quote (II) command or the Transmit Data (TX) command. In either case, 
motion between the master and slave units must be coordinated. It is good 
programming practice to download all desired sequences to each controller 
before wiring the daisy chain. 

CAUTION 
When programming two daisy chained un~s, take caution in using the DSTP and DCNT 
command. The STOP and PAUSE keys only affect the master un~ (Le., H you issue a 
K command only the master unit wiD stop). 

To set up the daisy chain, some command statements must be issued. 
Command Echo (SSA) and Interactive mode (SSI) must be turned off on 
the first unit (master) in the daisy chain. Command echo in all the 
succeeding units (slaves) must be turned on. 

Master Slave 

Echo Off (SSAl) Echo On (sSU) 
Interactive Off (SSIl) It cf O( V1) n era Ive n SSI 

.--~~ r::-e Rx o Rx 
e> Tx e> Tx 

- e> Gnd e> Gnd 
e> .5V .--~ e> .5V 
e> e> 
e> e> 
e> e> 
e> e> 
~ -

SX SX 
Device Address 1 Device Address 2 

RP240 Rear C 

"'~ 
~-sd 
-:::::=: 
~ 

onnector 

Gnd 
Rx 

Tx 
.5V 

The following sample program demonstrates how to daisy chain two units 
and control the second across RS-232C. The program is downloaded to the 
master (devIce address 1). 



Power-Up 
Sequence 

Sequence #1 

Sequence #2 

The power-up sequence (Sequence #100) Is used to 1n1ttalize the SX, 500, or 
ZX to a state compatible with the RP240. 

Command DescrIption 
1XB1H Erasesequence'100 
1XD11/11/1 Begin definition of sequence '100 
1LD3 Disable limits (Use LOO if limits are hard wired) 
lSSA1 Disable command echo 
lSSB1 Save command buffer on STOP 
lSSI1 Disable Interactive mode 
1 n 2B Enable communications on axis 2 
1 n 2LD3 Disable limits on axis 2 
1 n 2SSAI/I Enable commMd echo on axis 2 
1 "2SSIII1 Enable interactive mode on axis 2 
1 n 2P Disable communications on axis 2 
1DSTPI/I Disable STOP key 
1DCNTI/I Disable PAUSE and CONT1NUE keys 
1XG1 Branch 10 sequence '1 
1XT End definition of seqJen09 '100 

Sequence # 1 instructs you to enter the axiS to jog. The you are allowed to 
jog axis one or axiS two. 
1XB1 
1XD1 
1AUJI/I 
IV4 
1MC 
1"2B 
1 "2A11/1Q1 
1"2V2 
1"2MC 
1"2F 
1DCLRI/I 
1DPC1Q11 
1DTXTWBICB AXIS DO YOU WANT TO JOG? 
1DPC2Q1Q1 - - - -
1DTXTAXIS 1 AXIS 2 
1DPC235 - -- -
1DTXTEXIT 
1L 
IVAR1-PUN 
1IP(~=1) 1XG2 1NIF 
1IF(~-2) 1XG3 INIF 
lIP (VARl-6) 1DCLRQI 1SSAQI lSSIQI 1"2E 1HALT 1NIF 
IN 
1XT 
Sequence #2 jogs axis l. 

XB2 
XD2 
1DCLRI/I 
1DPC1Ql2 
IDTXTJOG STOP_JOG 
1DPC2Q12 -
IDTXTCCW CW 
IDPC235 
IDTXTEXIT 
1MPP 
1L 
1VARI-PON 
1IF(VAR1-1) 1B- IG 1NIF 
1IP(~-2) lSTOP INIF 
lIF(VARl-3) 1B+ 1G 1NIF 
1IF(VARI-') ISTOP IXGI ING INIF 
IN 
ING 
XT 
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Sequence #3 
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Sequence #3 jogs axis 2. 

XE3 
XD3 
lDCLRQJ 
lDPCl1112 
lDTXTJOG STOP_JOG 
lDPC21112 -
lDTXTCCW CW 
lDPC235 
lDTXTBXIT 
lMPP 
lL 
lVAR1-l'tnf 
lII'(VAR1-l) 1"2E 1"2B- 1"2G 1"21' lNII' 
lI1'(VARl-2) 1"2E 1"25 1"21' lNII' 
lII' (nR1-3) 1" 2E 1" 2B+ 1 n 2G 1" 21' lNII' 
lI1'(nR1-6) 1"2B 1"2S 1"21' lXGl lNG lNII' 
IN 
lNG 
XT 



c H A p T E R @ 

6000 Series Command Summary and Application Design 

Chapter Objectives 
The infonnation in this chapter will enable you to: 

Q Program the 6200 or 6250 to control the RP240 

Q Customize the system to meet your requirements 

PROGRAMMING NOTE 
This chapter provides the 6000 Series programming information that is 
required to comrrunicate with the RP240. H you are using an Extended X 
product (SX, ZX, or 500), refer to Chapter@ Extended X Command Summary 
and Application Design. 

6000 Series Command Summary 
Command 

DCLEAR 

DJOG 
DUD 

DPASS 

DPCUR 

DREAD 

DREADF 
DVAR 
DWRI'rB 

Description 

Clear the display 

EnablelDisable RP240 Jog Mode 
Tum RP240 LEOs 0n.0ff 

Change RP240 Password 

Position Cursor 
Read RP240 Data from Numeric Keypad 

Read RP240 Function Keys 

Display Variable on RP240 LCD 
Write Text 10 RP240 LCD 
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Description 6000 Series Command Format 
The following is a definition of the fonnat fields for the 6000 Series 
commands. 

CDDCLEAR $Clear Display 

@Typ. 
® Syntax 
@ Unit. 

Display (RP240) Interface 

<!>OCLEARin/a 

n/a 

@ product flu 
6200 1.0 
6250 1.0 

(/) Rang. 
(!) D.fault 

i - 0 (clear all lines), 1 (clear line 1), or 2 (clear line 2) 

<ID R •• pona. 
® S •• Alao 

n/a 
n/a 

OLEO, OPASS, OPCUR, OVAR, OWRITE 

Field Number Field Description 
CD Mnemonic Code: This field contains the command's mnemonic code. 

$ Full Name: This field contains the command's full name. 
(3) yalid Product & Revisjon: This field lists the 6000 Series products and the revision of each product when 

this command was incorporated. If the command does not apply to that particular product, the Rev is 
specified as n/a. 

® Jmi: This field contains the command's type. Since we are working with the RP240, this field will always 
display Display (RP240) Interface. 

® ~: The proper syntax for the command is shown here. The specific parameters associated with the 
command are also shown. 

@ JJnils.: This field describes what unit of measurement the parameter (b, d, i, r, or t) in the command 
syntax represents. 

(/) BaDg§: This is the range of valid values that you can specify for an argument (or any other parameter 
specified). 

® ~: The default setting for the command is shown in this field. A command will perform its function 
with the default setting if you do not provide a value. 

<ID Response: Some commands allow you to check the status of the command. In the example above, 
entering the OCLEAR command by itself will result in an error message. The example responses provided 
are based on the default error level, Error Level 4, established with the ERRLVL command in the 6000 
Series Software Reference Guide. 
See Also: Commands related or similar to the command described are listed here. Refer to the 6000 
Series Software Reference Guide for additional information. 
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RP240 X Language Command Listing 

OCLEAR 
Typ. 
Syntax 
Unlta 
Aang. 
D.fault 
R •• pon •• 
s •• AI.o 

Clear Display 

Display (RP240) Interface 
<!>DCLEARi 
nfa 

product 
sax> 
6250 

i = " (clear all lines), I (clear line 1), or 2 (clear line 2) 
n/a 
nfa 
DLED, DPASS, DPCUR, DVAR, DWRITE 

The Clear Display (DC LEAR) command clears lines (as specified with i) of the RP240 display: 

au 
1.0 
1.0 

After clearing a line. the cursor will be reset to the beginning of that line (or to the beginning of line 1 If all 
Unes are cleared). 

OJOG Enable RP240 Jog Mode product au 
6200 1.0 

Typ. Display (RP240) Interface 6250 1.0 
Syntax <!>DJOG<b> 
Unit. nfa 
Aang. b = " (disable) or 1 (e~able) 

D.fault nfa 
R.spons. 04{1l8 

DJOG: *DJOG1 
S •• Also JOG, JOGA, JOGAD, JOGVH, JOGVL 

The DJoGcommand allows you to branch into the RP240 front panel jog mode from within your user-defined 
program. adjust the position of the axes. and then return to program execution. 

The DJOG1 command enables the RP240 Jog mode on all axes. Once the RP240 Jog mode is enabled, you can 
use the RP240 arrow keys to Jog individual axes. Unlike the JOG command. command processing is 
suspended after the DJOG1 command is issued. Jogging is performed with the parameters set with the Jog 
Acceleration (JOGA) and Jog Deceleration (aOGAD) commands. 

To disable the RP240 Jog mode. press the MENU RECALL key or issue the immediate ! DJOG0 command. Upon 
exiting the RP240 Jog mode. the RP240's display is cleared 

To have the Jog mode continually enabled during program execution. you must use jog inputs and the JOG 
command. 

OLEO Turn RP240 Display LEOs OnlOff 

Type Display (RP240) Interface 
Syntax <!>DLED<b><b><b><b><b><b><b><b> 
Units nfa 
Rang. b = {Il (off) or 1 (on) 
Default nfa 
R.spons. DLED: *DLEDll{1l1 {Il{ll01 

S •• Also DCLEAR, DPASS, DPCUR, DVAR, DWRITE 

The DLED command controls the state of the 8 programmable LEOs on the RP240. 
btncuy variable (VARB) for the DLED command 

Example Description 

Product R.u 
6200 1.0 
6250 1.0 

It ts legal to substitute a 

> OLEOllXXXXlIJl Tum on LEOs 1. 2. and 8; tum off LED 7; leave LEOs 
3.4.5. and 6 unchanged 

> VARB1-bl1/J11IJ11/J11/J 
> OLED (VARB1) 

Set bits 1. 3. 5 & 7 low. and bits 2.4. 6. & 8 high 
fum on LEDs 1. 3. 5 & 7; tum off LEDs 2. 4. 6. & 8 
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DPASS 
Type 
Syntax 
Units 
Range 
Default 
Response 
See Also 

Change RP240 Password 

Display (RP240) InterfacE! 
<!>DPASS<i> 
i .. integer of up to 4 characters 
1 - 9999 
6200 or 6250 (depending on if you have a 6200 or 6250) 
DPASS: *DPASS6200 
DCLEAR, OLEO, DPCUR, DVAR, DWRITE 

product 
6aX) 

6250 

.hY 
1.0 
1.0 

The DPASS command changes the RP240 password. If the default password Is not changed by the user. there 
will be no password protection. 

Example Description 
> DPASSI234 New password = 1234 

DPCUR Position Cursor 

Type Display (RP240) Interface 
Syntax <!>DPCURi,i 
Units 1st i .. line number, 2nd i = column 
Range line number = 1 or 2, column = 0 - 39 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 
See Also DC LEAR , OLEO, DPASS, DVAR, DWRITE 

product 
6aX) 

6250 
1.0 
1.0 

The DPCUR command changes the location of the cursor on the RP240 display. The RP240 lines are 
numbered from top to bottom. 1 to 2. The eolumns are numbered left to right. 0 to 39. 

Example pescrlptlon 
> DPCOR2,lS Position cursor on line 2. column 15 

[ DREAD] Read RP240 Data 

Type Display (RP240) Interface 
Syntax See below 
Units n/a 
Range n/a 
Default n/a 
Response n/a 
See Also DREADF, DVAR, DWRITE, V1'.R 

Product 
Sax> 
6250 

.B..u 
1.0 
1.0 

The Read RP240 Data (DREAD) command allows you to store numeric data entered In from the RP240's 
keypad Into a variable. As the user presses RP240 numeric keys. the data will be displayed on the RP240 
starting at the location equal to the current cursor location + 1 (for a sign bit): 

VARl=DREAD Walt for RP240 numeric entry (terminated with the ENTER key). then set VAR1 equal to that 
value. 

Additionally the DREAD command can be used as a variable assignment within another command that Is 
expecting numeric data: 

A (DREAD) ,5.0 Watt for RP240 numeric entry (terminated with the ENTER key). then set axis #1 acceleration 
to that value and set axis #2 acceleration to 5.0. 

The DREAD command cannot be used In an expression such as VAR5=4+DREAD or IF (DREAD=l). 
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[ DREADF ] Read RP240 Function Key 

Type Display (RP240) Interface 
Syntax See below 
Unlta n/a 
Range n/a 
Default n/a 
Reaponae n/a 
See Alao DREAD, DVAR, DWRITE, VJIR 

product 
~ 

6250 

.B.u 
1.0 
1.0 

The Read RP240 Function Key (OREAOF) command allows you to store numeric data entered in from a RP240 
function key into a variable. Function key 1 (F1) = 1. F2 = 2. etc .• and MENU RECALL (FO) = O. 

Example Description 
> VAR1-DRZADF Walt for RP240 function key entry. then set VARl equal to that 

value 
> IF (VAR1-S) 
C;Oxl 
NIF 

If function key 5 was hit then .,. 
Start motion on axis #2 
End if statement 

DVAR Display Variable on RP240 

Type Display (RP240) Interface 
Syntax <!>DVARi,<i>,<i>,<i> 
Unlta See below 
Range n/a 
Default See below 
Reaponae n/a 
See Alao DREAD, DREADF, DWRITE, VAR 

Product 
62X) 

6250 

.B.u 
1.0 
1.0 

The Display Variable on RP240 (OVAR) command is used to display a numeric variable on the RP240's LCD at 
the current cursor location: 

Variable number (Range 1 - 150) 
Number of whole digits displayed (left of decimal point) [Range 0 - 9) 
Number of fractional digits displayed (right of decimal point) [Range 0 - 8) 
Sign bit: 0 = no sign displayed. 1 = display + or -

Example 
> VAR2-S42.14 
> DVAR2,6,3,1 
> DVAR2,3,1,III 
> DVAR2,3,,1 

DWRITE Write Text on RP240 

Description 
Assign the value 542.14 to variable #2 
Display variable #2 as +000542.140 

Display variable #2 as 542.1 

Display variable #2 as +542 

Type Display (RP240) Interface 
Syntax <! >DWRITE"message" 
Unlta n/a 

product 
62X) 

6250 

Rang. Message can be S 70 characters (may not use characters" \ or :) 
D.fault See below 
R.aponae n/a 
S •• Alao DCLEAR, DLED, DPASS, 'DPCUR, DVAR 

1.0 
1.0 

The Write Text on RP240 (OWRITE) command displays a message on the RP240's LCD starting at the current 
cursor location. A message is a character string of up to 70 characters in length. The characters within the 
string may be any characters except quote (,,). backslash (\). and colon (:). Strings that have lower-case 
letters will be converted to upper case prior to display (see example). 

Example 
> DCLEARIII 
> DPCtJR1,12 
> DWRITE"Znter Number of Parta" 
> VAR1-DREAD 

Description 
Clear RP240 display 
Move cursor to line 1. column 12 
RP240 will display: ENTER NUMBER OF PARTS 
RP240 waiting for data entry 
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Prompting an Operator or Displaying Information 

3 8 RP240 User Guide 

In many motion control applications, the most important requirement is 
the operator interface. Presenting infonnation to an operator in a desired 
format is often difficult at best. The RP240 has two visual indicators to 
help present infonnation to the operator. The Simplest indicator is the 8 
LEDs on the panel. These LEDs can be turned on or off with the DLED 
command. The LEDs can be used in conjunction with the outputs to show 
the state of an output, or they can be used to show status, such as motor 
moving, specific sequence in progress, etc. 

IF a DLED1QJQJQJ1QJll command is issued, the LEDs shown below would be 
illUminated. These eight LEDs can be labeled, using the slide-in card 
provided, to represent cycle status, output status, etc. 

I Compumotor 

POWER 0 

ON -1--+ 

ON -1--+ 
ON --if--... 
ON --if--... 

===-:=-

RP240 =35 

([J(2·)D 
~(Qm 
~(8~)U 

(PAUSE) ~D@] 
(CONT1NU~ (CIE ) ( ENTER ) 

The other indIcator is the two line, 40-character LCD display. The 
Position Cursor (DPCUR) command allows the user to program the location 
of the cursor on the LCD display. The Write Text Data on RP240 Display 
(DWRITE) command allows the user to place text, beginning at the current 
cursor location, on the LCD display. 



6000 Series Command Programming Example 

Step 1 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Step 4 

Step 5 

Step 6 

A user wants his operator to see the message ENTER THE CYCLE COUNT. 
He wants this message placed on line two. starting after two spaces in from 
the left. He also wants the user to be able to enter the cycle count three 
spaces after the message. Below are the steps required to accomplish this. 

The cursor does not appear on the display. The cursor i.e displayed when the 
VARn=DREAD command is used. 

Issue the DPCOR2. 2 command 

IHHH-HHH-H-fH+Hillil!+IH+iH++H-I1 
L Cursor Location 

Issue the DWRITE"ENTER THE CYCLE COONT" command 

IjiJ~:J~q~E-MyjJMldo1u;~4iIHI+Hi+H+HII 
Curspr Location .-.i 

Issue the DPCOR2, 25 command 

Now that we have provided the operator With the promptlng message. how 
do we obtain the information? The Read RP240 Data (VARn=DREAD) or 
Read RP240 Function Keys (VARn=DREADF) commands provide the 
answer. The VARn=DREAD command will allow the operator to enter 
information. The numbers. as entered. will be displayed at the current 
cursor location. 

Issue the VAR1 .. OREAD command 

IljE1JyjE1~:TI~EI1~Y1J~!iJoIJ#HJT+jll+ITrl!+11 
Cursor location --.J 

Press a 2. followed by a 5 

HE+~T'E ~:T.M (MCL~trdolur~~H.15U++ltILL!, -I 
Cursor Location --1 

If the wrong value is entered press the C/E key and re-enter the value. 

Press the C IE key 

1
· .. 1...L.L.L·.L·I .. ·L·~···~I· .. L·.'..··I···L .. U ... L..t ... [ ... : .... [ ... : .. .1 .. .1. .. .: ... 1 ... : ... ; ... .:. .. 1...1..1. ...... L.L..i...1 ... [ .. ·1 ... 1...1 

_ 1 :E:~T:E ~ iT HE: C:Yi~LEi iqoiu·~T: i iJ : i : iii iii! i i_ 

Cursor location ---1 
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Step 7 

Step 8 

Step 9 

Step 10 

Step 11 

Step 12 

Step 13 

Step 14 

4 0 RP240 User Guide 

Press a 1. followed by a 5, followed by an ENTER 

IHt#J~·il~JI~~J-WfMJ~J+M~I+iH-H-H+I+1 
Cursor Location -.i 

After the ENTER key is pressed, the value 15 wUI be stored in variable 1. 
Use the VARn=DREADF command to enter infonnaUon based on function 
key input. Steps 8 through 14 1l1ustrate this capability. 

DCLEAlU' command Is Issued. 

t Cursor Location 

/+Httfj+H-HHHt+LiHIH+H+HH+i+HH 
Issue the DPCOR1, S command 

HUeu,oo, location 

Issue the DWRITE"WBICB PART DO YOO WANT TO RON?" command 

Cursor Location 

Issue the DPCOR2. III command 

1 : ••. 1:1 
Cursor Location 

Issue the DWRITE"PARTl PART 2 PART3 PARTt PARTS PARTS PAR'r6" 
command. This text serves as an operator menu for the function keys . 

• Cursor Location 

Issue the VAR2-DREADF command 

The VARn=DREADF command waits for a function (FI - F6) key or the 
MENU RECALL key to be pressed. When one of these keys is pressed, the 
number corresponding to the function key wUI be transmitted from the 
RP240 to the 6000 Series product. Function keys 1-6 will return the 
values 1-6. The MENU RECALL key will return a zero. 
Press Fl 

After the F 1 key is pressed, the RP240 wUI transmit the value 1 to the 6000 
Series product. This value will be stored in variable 2. 



Processing Information 
Variables can be used in conditional statements like 1:1', WHJ:LE, and REPEAT. 
or as data values in commands. For a complete list of allowed command 
value substitutions. refer to Appendix B in the 6000 Series Software R~ference 
~. In step 7. the value 15 was entered stored in variable 1 to be used as the 
cycle count. The following is a command example. 
Command 
DCLBARO 
DPCOR2,2 
DWRITE"EN'l'D 'l'HE CYCLE COUN'l' " 
VAR1-DRBAD 
D24iJiJ 
Vl 
L(VAlU) 
GOl 
'1'1 
LN 

Description 
Clear all lines of the cisplay 
Position the rursot' at row 2, column 2 

Wait for a number D be entered on the nLl1letic keypad 
Sel ds1anc:e tI 2400 slaps 
Set velocity Ie 1 rps 
Loop the number of times as specified by variable 1 
Initiate motion on !he first axis 
Wait one sec:cnd 
End1he1oop 

In step 14. the operator pressed the 1'1 key. This value was stored in variable 
2. and was to be used to select PARTl. The following is a command example. 
Command 
REPEAT 

DCLEARO 
DPCOR1,S 
DWRITE"WHJ:CB PART 
DPCUR2,O 

Description 
Repeat all commands between this command and the UNTIL 
command. 
Clear all lines of !he display 
Position the cursor to row 1. column 5 

DO YOU WANT TO RUN?" 
Position 1he cursor at row 2, column 0 

DWR.'ITE"PARTl PART2 PART3 PART 4 PARTS PART6" 
VAR2-DREADF 
IF(VAR2-1):GOSUB 
IF(VAR2-2):QOSUB 
IF(VAR2-3):QOSUB 
IF(VAR2-4):GOSOB 
IF(VAR2-S):QOSUB 
IF(VAR2-6):QOSUB 
UNTIL (VAR2-0) 

partl:NIF 
part2:NIF 
part3:NIF 
part4:NIF 
partS:NIF 
part6:NIF 

Wait for F1 - F6 or the MENU RECALL key 10 be pressed. 
Gosub to program pan 1 if F1 is pressed 
Gosub to program part2 if F2 is pressed 
Gosub to program par13 if F3 is pressed 
Gosub to program pan4 if F4 is pressed 
Gosub to program pan5 if F5 is pressed 
Gosub to program part6 if F6 is pressed 
Until the MENU RECALL key is pressed 

Enabling Jog Mode 

Q' Helpful Hint: 
The function of the 

numeric keypad 
changes depending 

on the mode, EDIT 
or JOG. 

To enable the RP240 jog mode. issue the DJOG1 command. Once processed 
by the 6000 Series product. the following menu will be displayed on the 
RP240: 

EIther EDIT or JOG mode will be selected (denoted by the asterisk). If JOG 
mode is selected as shown above. then pressing the arrow keys on the 
RP240 wUljog axis 1 (keys 4 and 6) or axis 2 (keys 2 and 8). SWitch 
between LO and HI jog velocity by pressing Fl (axis 1) or F3 (axis 2). If 
EDIT mode is selected (press F5 to select EDIT mode). then preSSing Fl or 
F3 will allow the LO or HI jog velocities to be changed. Simply enter the 
new LO or HI jog velocIty on the numeric keypad and press enter. 

Changing the Password 
The default password for any 6000 Series product you may be working 
with is the product name. e.g. The password for the 6200 is 6200. If you 
want to change the default password, use the DPASS command. 
DEF POOP 
DPASS1234 
END 
STAR'l'P POOP 

Begin definition of program PWRUP 
Change password to 1234 
End definition of program PWRUP 
Establish program PWRUP as the power up program. i.e. The 
program that will run inmediately after power is applied. 

For further information on the additional commands used in the 
examples above. refer to the 6000 Series Software Reference Guide. 
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Direct RP240 Control 
Chapter Objectives 

The information in this chapter wUl enable you to: 

o Control the RP240 without the use of an Extended X or 6000 Series product 

RP240 Overview 

PROGRAMMING NOTE 
The information provided in this chapter is intended for users of the RP240 that do not 
have an Extended X or 6000 Series product. H you are using a Extended X product 
(SX. ZX. or 500). refer to Chapter @ Extended X Command Summary and Application 
Design. H you are using a 6000 Series product (6200 or 6250) refer to Chapter @ 
6000 Series Command Summary and Application Design. 

The RP240 uses a Intel 8051 microprocessor to respond to keypress 
information and to display data on the LCD. The microprocessor receives 
commands via RS-232C (9600 baud. 8 data bits. 1 stop bit. no parity) from 
a "master" controller. The RP240 acts as a "slave" to the "master". There 
is no program storage and no program execution capability in the RP240. 
The RP240 can only parse and execute the commands summarized below. 

Command Summary 
There are two modes of operation for the RP240. The default mode is the 
Extended X mode. In this mode. the function keys. numeric keypad. stop 
key. and pause and continue keys must all be enabled before they can be 
used. The RP240 will not report any keystrokes until the corresponding 
key or group of keys has been enabled. 

The other mode of operation for the RP240 is the 6000 mode. In this 
mode. the RP240 will report back every key that was pressed and every key 
that was released. 

If the desired mode of operation is Extended X. simply use the conunands 
listed below. If the deSired mode of operation is 6000. then the command 
~<cr> must be issued to the RP240. 

The commands below only require sending an asterisk. followed by a 
letter. and a carriage return. All the commands below are valid with 
Extended X mode. 
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*A Command 

*p Command 

*V Command 
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Command Description Valid In 6000 Mode 
*B<cr> Enable 6000 mode Yes 
*C<cr> Report # of RP240 display tines Yes 
*D<cr> STOP key enable 
*B<cr> STOP key cisable 
*I'<cr> PAUSE and CONllNUE key enable 
*G<cr> PAUSE and CONTINUE key disable 
*B<cr> Beeper on Yes 
*I<cr> Beeper off Yes 
*J<cr> Cursor on, not blinking Yes 
*JC<cr> Tum LCD display off Yes 
*L<cr> Tum LCD display on Yes 
*M<cr> Clear display Yes 
*N<cr> Test display Yes 
*O<cr> Cursor on, blinking Yes 
*Q<cr> Cursor off Yes 
*R<cr> Clear line 1 Yes 
*S<cr> Clear line 2 Yes 
*W<cr> Report back current revision Yes 
*X<cr> Enable numeric keypad 
*Y<cr> Enable function keys 
*""<cr> Move tine 1 to Hne 2 Yes 
* a<cr> Move line 2 to Une 1 Yes 

The following commands require more detailed command parameters. 

Command DescrIption Valid In 6000 mode 
*A<data><cr> Update LEOs Yes 
*P<data><cr> Position cursor Yes 
*V<dataXcr> Display text string Yes 
The Update LEDs command (*A) requires a hexadecimal value to indicate 
which LEDs will be off. The format of the command is • A. followed by the 
1 byte (1 character) hexadeCimal value. followed by a carriage return «CD). 
From top to bottom. the LEDs correspond to the following hexadecimal 
values: 

LED # Hexadecimal Value Decimal Value 
1 00 1~ 

2 ~ ~ 

3 ID ~ 

4 ro ~ 

5 Q3 8 
6 04 4 
7 Cl2 2 
8 01 1 

To turn off LED 3 and leave LEDs 1.2.4.5.6.7. and 8 on. issue 
*A<sp><cr>. The space key corresponds to ASCII 32. 

The POSition Cursor command (*p) requires 3 ASCII characters to indicate 
which location to move the cursor. The format of the command is *p. 
followed by 3 characters representing the line and column number. 
followed by a carriage return. The first of the three characters is the line 
number. the next two characters are the column number. Line 1. column 
15 would correspond to *P115<cr>. Line 2. column 26 would correspond 
to *P226<cr>. The columns are numbered from 00 to 39. not 01 to 40. 

The Display Text String command (*v) requires a text string to be 
displayed. The format of the command is ·V. followed by the text string. 
followed by a carriage return. (1.e .. *VThis is a demo! <cr» The 
display text string (*v) command cannot display the underscore U 
character. 



RP240 Response-Extended X Mode 
The commands below enable the RP240 for specific functions in Extended 
X mode (default) only. Once these functions are enabled, the RP240 will 
respond With the information provided below. 

*D<cr> STOP key enable 
*F<cr> PAUSE and CONTINUE key enable 
*X<cr> Enable numeric keypad 
*Y<cr> Enable function keys 

When pressed, the STOP key will returns a space, followed by a It. followed 
by a line feed and carriage return. 

When pressed. the PAUSE key will returns a space. followed by a S, 
followed by a nne feed and carriage return. 

When pressed. the CONTINUE key will returns a space. followed by a c. 
followed by a nne feed and carriage return. 

The numeric keypad will return an exclamation pOint (!) when enabled 
with the ·X<cr> command. As the number keys. decimal key. or 
plus/minus key are pressed. the corresponding character Will be 
transmitted. When the ENTER key is pressed. a nne feed and carriage 
return Will be transmitted If the C/E key Is pressed. a single quoter). 
followed by a nne feed and carriage return, followed by an exclamation 
point (!) will be returned. 

The function keys will return an exclamation point (!) when enabled 
with the ·Y <CD command. The number of the function key (0 for MENU 
RECALL. 1 for Fl. 2 for F2, etc.) will be returned. along with a line feed and 
carriage return, when the function key is pressed. 

Key Press Response of RP24D-SOOO Mode 
Once 6000 mode has been enabled with the ·B<CD command. each key 
pressed on the RP240 will return a 1 byte hexadeCimal value. When the 
key is released. another 1 byte hexadeCimal value will be returned. 

Key Key Press 
Hexadecimal 

Key Release 
Hexadecimal 

STOP 58 DB 
PAUSE 5C DC 
CONTINUE 50 DO 
c/B 2F AF 
BNTBR 3D BO 
0 3J 8) 

1 31 B1 
2 32 B2 
3 33 En 
4 34 B4 
5 :!) as 
6 35 00 
7 :f1 87 
8 3B BB 
9 ::e a:l 
+1- 20 AD 

2E AE 
1'1 21 A1 
1'2 22 A2 
1'3 Z3 /i:3 
1'4 24 M 
1'5 25 AS 
1'6 26 N3 
MENU RECALL 2C AC 
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Hardware Reference 
Chapter Objectives 

Environmental 

The tnfonnation in this chapter will enable you to: 
a Use thls chapter as a qUlck-reference tool for most system speclfications 

(environmental. 1/0. pin outs. etc.) 

a Operating Temperature: 36°F to 122°F (5°C to 50°C) 
a Storage Temperature: -22°F to 185°F (-30°C to 85°C) 
a Humidity: 0% to 95% non-condensing 

Electrical Specifications 
RP240 Connector 

Power 

The table below contains pin outs for the RP240's 4-pin Power and RS-232C 
connector on the back of the RP240. The pin out is listed from top to bottom. 

Pin 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Input/Output 
IN 
IN 

OUT 
IN 

oescrlptlon 
Ground 

Receive (Rx) 
Transmit (Tx) 

+SVDC 

You must supply 5 VDC ±2% to pin 1 of the RP240. The power supply must 
be capable of providing 100 rnA of current. You can use the 5 VDC power 
supplies on board the SX. ZX. or 500 Indexer provided there is enough 
current remaining. The 6000 Series products have no current restrictions. 
Current levels are shown in the table below. 

sx 
ZX 
SlO 

Available 
256mA 
SOOmA 
SOOmA 

Current Requirements 
Encoder 110 RP240 
150 mA 10 mA eacti 100 mA 
150 rnA 0 rnA 100 rnA 
150mA OmA 100mA 

CAUTION 
The SX's on-board power supply may not provide adequate current for the RP240 if 
the power supply is also providing power to an encoder and/or 110. 

RS-232C Communication 
Refer to Chapter @ Installation for RS-232C wiring instructions. RS-232C 
communication parameters for all Compumotor Controllers are fixed at: 
a 9600 Baud Rate a 1 Stop Bit 
a 8 Data Bits Q No Parity 
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Troubleshooting 
Chapter Objectives 

PROM Table 

The information in this chapter will enable you to: 

Q Isolate and resolve system hardware problems 
Q Isolate and resolve system software problems 

In order to use the RP240. the Extended X product must have a PROM with 
a revision greater than or equal to the ones shown in the table below. If 
your unit does not have the correct PROM. call the Compumotor 
Applications Department at 1-800-358-9070 for more information. 

Description 
ModeISOO 
ModeI500-FOL 
SX Indexer/Drive 
SXF InclexerlDrive 
ZXlZXF Indexer Drive 

PROM Number and Revision 
92-011512-01 C 
92-011513-01 C 
92-011640-01 C2 
92-012039-01 C2 
92-011492-01 D 

Troubleshooting 
When your system does not function properly (or as you expect it to 
operate). the first thing that you must do is identify and isolate the 
problem. When you have accomplished this. you can effectively begin to 
resolve the problem. 

The first step is to isolate each system component and ensure that each 
component functions properly when it is run independently. You may 
have to dismantle your system to detect the problem. If you have 
additional units available. you may want to exchange them with existing 
components in your system to help identify the source of the problem. 

Determine if the problem is mechanical. electrical. or software-related. 
Can you repeat or re-create the problem? Do not make quick 
rationalizations about problems. Random events may appear to be 
related. but they are not necessarily contributing factors to your problem. 
Carefully investigate and decipher the events that occur before the 
subsequent system problem. 

You may be experiencing more than one problem. You must isolate and 
solve one problem at a time. Log (document) all testing and problem 
isolation procedures. You may need to review and consult these notes 
later. This wi11 also prevent you from duplicating your testing efforts. 
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If you are having difficulty isolating a problem, be sure to document all 
occurrences of the problem with specific information (time of occurrence, 
RP240 status, and anything else that was happening when the problem 
occurred). 

Refer to the problem solutions contained in this chapter. If your system's 
problem perSists. contact Parker Compumotor's Applicat10ns Department 
at (BOO) 358-9070. 

Reducing Electrical Noise 

Diagnostic LEOs 

RP240 Power 
LED 

For detaUed information on reducing electrical noise in your system, refer 
to the current Compumotor Catalog. 

The RP240 has one LED indicator that can assist your troubleshooting 
efforts. 
The power LED on the RP240 Main Unit indicates that the internal 
microprocessor is functioning properly. This two-color LED wUI be green. 
red, or off. 

GREEN 
RED 
OFF 

The LED will be green if power is applied and !he RP240 is functioning property. 
The LED will be red if \he microprocessor has failed. 
The LED will be off if power is not applied \0 the RP240. 

I Compumotor 

~~ 
~ 

RP240 

LED--+--. POWER 0 
( CONTRAsg INCREASE 

( COHTRA43 DECRE 

( PAUSE J 
(CONTINUE] 

isa 
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Answer the follow1ng questions when troubleshooting the RP240. 

(i) Is the RP240 Status LED on and green? If it is off. the RP240 is not recelving 
the proper DC input voltage. Check the +5VDC power source to make sure it 
has the proper voltage. The input voltage should be between +5VDC ± 2%. 
The RP240 requires at least 100 rnA of current to operate reliably. If the 
voltage is correct and the LED is off. call Compumotor's Applications 
Engineering Department (800-358-9070). 

If Power LED is on and red. the internal microprocessor has failed. If 
possible. document what was happening when it failed (it may be helpful when 
you attempt to isolate the cause). Cycle power to the RP240. If the LED Is 
still red. there Is an internal failure in the unit. If the LED is green. the fault 
may have been caused by electrical noise. 



Common Problems & Solutions 

Extended X 
Symptom 
STOP key dJes not worit 

The following table presents some guidelines to help you isolate problems 
with your motion control system. 
(J Look for the symptom that most closely resembles what you are experlencing. 
o Look through the Ust of possible causes so that you better understand what 

may be preventing proper operation. 
(J Start from the top of the list of remedies and use the suggested procedures to 

tty and isolate the problem. 
(J Refer to other sections of the user guide for more information on wiring, 

software commands, etc. 

Cau .. 
STOP key is not enabled. 

Two units daisy chained. 

Remedy 
Enable STOP key with DSTP command. 

No remedy. STOP key only affects master 
unit in daisy chain. 

When you press the STOP key, Y04X program quits. 
PAUSE key does not WOIk. 

STOP key sends a K command. 
PAUSE key is not enabled. 

This is correct. 
Enable PAUSE key with DCNT command. 

When you press the PAUSE key, your program quits. 

PAUSE key does not pause motion. 

CONTINUE key does not resume program. 

DTX'r command dJes not cispIay anything on \he RP240. 

After running a program with the RP240, cannot 
communica1e with SX,ZX, or 500. 
Function keys are not being read (No beeping). 

Numeric: keypad is not being read (No beeping). 

6000 Series 
Symptom 
When you press the STOP key, your program quits. 

PAUSE key does not pause motion. 

DWRI'rE command does not display anything on \he 
RP240. 

After running a program with the RP240, cannot 
comml.llicate with 6200 or 6250. 

RS-232C Communications 

Two units daisy chained. 

Have not enabled Save Command 
Buffer on Stop (SSH) command. 
Have not enabled Save Command 
Buffer on Stop (SSH) command. 
Resume Execution (SSl) command 
has not been enabled. 
Save Command Buffer on Stop 
(SSH) and Resume Execution (SSL) 
commands are not enabled. 
R5-232C connection reversed or not 
oonoected. 

A spaoe has been inserted between 
DTX'r and the text to be displayed. 
SX, ZX, or 500 is still running the 
program for the RP240. 
Function keys are not enabled. 

Numeric keypad is not enabled. 

Cause 
STOP key sends an !S command. 

PAUSE key sends IPS command. 

R5-232C connection reversed or not 
oonoected. 
6200 or 6250 is still running the 
program for \he RP240. 

No remedy. PAUSE key only affects 
master unit in daisy ch8lll. 

Enable (SSH 1) command. 
Enable command (SSH1). 

Enable command (SSL 1 ). 

Enable oommands (SSH1, SSL 1). 

Verify R5-232C connection. 

Remove the space between command and 
the text. 
Issue a K command, a SSA0 command, 
and an SSl0 command. 
Enter a VARn=FUN statement before 
function key prompt in program. 
Enter a VARn=NUM statement before 
keypad enl!)' prompt in program. 

Remedy 
This is correct. If you would like the stop 
key to pause motion, refer to the COMEXS 
command. 
This is correct If you want to pause 
motion, use the STOP key in combination 
with the COMEXS command .. 
Verify R5-232C connection 

Issue an !K command, or press the STOP 
key. 

R' Helpful Hint: H 
you are having 

problems 
communicating with 
the RP240, use the 
following procedure 
to troubleshoot the 

<D Make certain the transmit ('IX) of the host is wired to the receive (Rx) of the 
RP240 and the receive (Rx) of the host (SX, zx. Model 500, 6200, 6250 or 
computer) Is wired to the transmit OX) of the RP240. 

communications 
interface. 

~ Make certain that the ground on the Sx. zx. Model 500, or other device Is 
wired to the ground on the RP240. 

(J) Configure the host to the same baud rate (9600), number of data bits (8), 
number of stop bits (1), and parity (none) as the RP240. 

~ Use DC common or signal ground as your reference, not earth ground. 
(I) Cable lengths should not exceed 50 ft. unless you are using some form of line 

drlver, optical coupler. or shield. As with any control signal, be sure to shield 
the cable to earth ground at one end only. 
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If you wish to edit sequences in your SX. ZX. or Model 500 controller. you 
must re-establish RS-232C communication before downloading the new 
sequences to the controller. Compumotor recommends using the following 
procedure. 

(i) Remove power from your controller and the RP240. 

(?J Remove connections between the controller and the RP240. 

()) Connect Rx. Tx. and Ground between the controller and your RS-232C port. 

® Apply power to your controller. 

® Enter the TERMINAL EMULATOR portion of your communication software 
(Compumotor's X-Ware is recommended). 

Initially. you will not be able to establish communication if you have turned 
the echo (SSA1) command off in your power-up sequence. 

~ If you are using X-Ware. Device Not Ready wUl appear on your screen (if 
you have disabled the command echo). Press the <ENTER> key. Next, press 
the Y key to enter Terminal Emulator. 

<7> To terminate the power-up sequence. and turn on the command echo as well 
as the interactive mode. issue the following commands: 

X <cr> 
SSAO <cr> 
SSIO <cr> 

® Check the controller's status by issuing an (aR) command. where the device 
address is lR <cr>. The controller should respond with a *R. If you do not 
receive a *R. consult the RS-232C Troubleshootlng section of your controller 
user guide. 

® Edit the sequence as usual. If you are using X-Ware. press the <ESC> key. 
then use arrow keys to select the Editor menu. 
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CABlE LENGTHS 8 
COMMANDS 

6000 SERIES 
OCLEAR35 
DJOG35 
OLEO 35 
OPASS36 
OPCUR36 
DREAD 36 
OREAOF37 
OVAR37 
OWRITE37 

EXTENDED X 
OCLR 15 
OCNT115 
OLEO 16 
OPC16 
OSTP17 
OTXT17 
OV018 
VAR=NUM 19 
VARN=FUN 18 

CONNECTOR 
RP24010 

CONTAMINANTS 5 
CURRENT LEVELS 9 

DAISY CHAIN 30 
POWER-UP SEQUENCE 31 
RS-232C30 

DAISY CHAINING 30 

ELECTRICAL NOISE 5 
EXTENDED X LANGUAGE 14 
EXTENDED X MODE 

DISPLAY TEXT STRING COMMAND 44 
PoSITION CURSOR COMMAND 44 
UPDATE LEOs COMMAND 44 

INSTALLATION 
VERIFICATION 10 

MICROPROCESSOR 43 
MODES OF OPERATION 43 

6000 A.«DE 43 
EXTENDED X MODE 43 

COMMANDS 44 
UJUNTING 

DIMENSIONS 7 
MOUNTING HOLES 7 
OPERATOR PANEL 6 

N o E x 

RP240-NEMA4 7 

NEMA RATINGS 
NEMA 125 
NEMA45 

POWER SUPPLY 9,47 
PROGRAMMING 

6000 SERES 
FUNCTION KEYS 40 
JOG UJDE 41 
LCD DISPLAY 38 
LEOS 38 
PASSWORD 41 
READ RP240 DATA 39 

EXTENDED X 
APPlICATION PROGRAM 24 
EDIT SEOUENCES 29 
FUNCTION KEYS 22 
LCD DISPLAY 20 
LEOS 20 
NUMERIC KEYPAD 21 
PAUSE AND CONTINUE KEYS 23 
POWER-UP SEOUENCE 24 
STOP KEY 23 

PROGRAMMING SEQUENCES 11 

RP240 
COMMAND SET 43 

RS-232C43 
BAUD RATE 47 
DATA BITS 47 
PARITY 47 
STOP BIT 47 

WIRING 
20 AWG WIRE 8 
6000 SERIES 9 
62009 
62509 
BACK PANEL 4 
CABLE LENGTHS 8 
CONNECTOR 4 
EXTENDED X 8 
GROUNDING 8 
MODEL 500 8 
POWER 4 
SX8 
ZX8 
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